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Abstract

This thesis presents a new interpretation o f the staging o f Aristophanes’ frog
chorus, arguing that tumbling and acrobatics may have been performed as part o f their
dance. It first responds to the contention that the chorus was not visible in the theatre, a
necessary prerequisite to any discussion o f potential choreography. It then considers both
artistic and literary evidence in an analysis o f the relationship o f acrobatics and dance in
the ancient Greek world, concentrating specifically on the presence o f tumbling in
dramatic choral dance. Finally, it returns to Frogs to carefully examine the text for
indications o f acrobatic performance in the lyrics o f the choral ode; for example, when
the frogs recall diving underwater, the chorus members would represent this action with
acrobatics. The possible existence o f a tumbling chorus reveals a new dimension of
Aristophanic spectacle and comic choral dance.
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Introduction
6 8s icriAmai xopsuoiaaiai Ka[i 0rj-1 pcov ayekaic,, reads Pindar fragment 70b 223, “(Dionysus) is charmed by choral dancers and flocks of creatures”,123or as Eric Csapo
elegantly puts it, “Dionysus is thrilled by the dancing choruses o f beasts”. This may not
have been the case during his descent to the Underworld in Aristophanes’ Frogs, when
the god is less than thrilled by the titular chorus. Much has been written on whether the
frogs were visible to the audience or not; yet if we assume that they were another
question arises: in what manner was their dance performed? In this thesis I will argue that
the frogs likely utilized tumbling and acrobatics in their performance to great effect, as an
element o f their choral dance. As background to this theory, I will first address in Chapter
1 the issue o f the frogs’ presence onstage. I will then proceed to an analysis o f acrobatics
and dance in Chapter 2 and finally link acrobatics and tumbling to Frogs in Chapter 3.
Aristophanes’ Frogs was produced in the year 405 B.C. at the Lenaea festival in
Athens, likely held at the Theatre o f Dionysus4, where it was awarded first prize.5 Despite
the general success o f the play both in antiquity and to this day, the scene featuring the
frogs has been a source o f debate among scholars and critics for some time. Two o f the
main questions are whether the audience actually sees the frogs onstage, and how the
scene might have been performed. There is, o f course, nothing surviving to the modem
1 All translations, unless otherwise noted, are my own.
2 Csapo 2003, 89.
3 There may or may not have been a proper stage in the Theatre o f Dionysus at this time. If there was, it
would not have been more than a couple o f feet high. See Dover 1972, 17 and McLeish, 38. Following the
spirit o f C. W. Marshall, passim , I do not use the terms ‘onstage’ and ‘offstage’ to imply any use o f the
stage itself, whether it existed or not, but rather refer to the presence o f the characters in view o f the
audience, or lack thereof.
4 The Lenaea originally had its own theatre, and was later moved to the same site as the more prestigious
City Dionysia. Although some place this move in the mid 4th century B.C., after Frogs, archaeological
theory suggests it happened in 442 B.C. It will be assumed that the layout o f the theatre and acting area in
Frogs was that o f the Theatre o f Dionysus. See Dearden 1976, 5-6.
5 Second place went to Phrynichos for Muses, and third to Plato Comicus for Cleophon.
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day other than the text o f this masterpiece and thousands o f years of comments regarding
it. It is no surprise that nearly every commentator, director, or editor is compelled to
contribute his or her own stage directions to the play. This was a feature not originally
recorded, or, if it was, subsequently lost at some point in time.6 It is our task to attempt to
visualize the comedy as a performance.
As with the drama as a whole, interpretations o f the staging o f the first choral
scene in Frogs are numerous, offering possibilities based on scholarly knowledge of
stagecraft, theatrical tendencies, and dramatic traditions. To attempt to recreate stage
directions is a difficult task, for we have very little evidence on which to base our
theories. It is even more difficult to attempt to recreate the choreography o f theatrical
dance, an inextricable part o f classical Greek drama, solely from the text o f a play. The
meter o f the lyric survives, but this does not provide many hints about tempo and
physical movement. We are forced to make inferences and assumptions based on other
material, such as art and our knowledge o f the Greek theatre, which may lead to insights
into the possibilities o f stage production.7 There is no way to know without a shadow o f a
doubt that any specific one o f these possibilities was used in a play, as they are just that:
possibilities. With that being said, however, we may use what resources we have to make
sure that our attempts are not unfounded, nor fruitless. They are not mere conjecture, but
educated hypotheses that may help to illuminate the topic o f ancient performance.
What I offer in this thesis is not an argument o f the ‘definite’ choreography o f the
frog chorus, but a possibility o f staging which should be taken into consideration.

6 The MSS, on the rare occasion, contain some minor form o f stage directions, but these are likely to be
later scholastic additions. See further Revermann 2006, 302-25 and Nihilist, 338.
7 Seidensticker, 111 lays out some o f these caveats.
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Ancient acrobatics and tumbling are not topics that are normally discussed in conjunction
with dramatic choruses. One might initially think o f them as separate issues, with little in
common. In reality, however, this is not the case, as there is much which joins the two.
Acrobatic expression as a piece o f theatrical choreography need not only apply to Frogs,;
various performances could successfully use tumbling in the midst o f the drama,
employing it as merely an athletic extension o f Greek dance. Let us first look briefly at
the basic foundation o f evidence for this style o f dance, an examination to be fully
developed in Chapter 2.
The importance o f the chorus in classical drama has long been recognized, for not
only do its members act as a dramatic character, but they are also central to the
expression o f theme.8 It is not much o f an overstatement to say that “the Athenians
conceived o f their drama as a choral performance”.9 To participate in a chorus is not
merely to deliver lines, but to sing and dance as well. As Plato says, %opcia ys pfjv
opxnoi«; xe xai cp5ij to m')voA,6v £cmv (PI. Lg. 654b: choreia is both dance and song

together). These roles o f singer and dancer are well known, and yet so often the role of
dancer is subsumed by our understandable preoccupation with lyrics. The text survives
and the movements do not, and so our natural emphasis on the roles of singer and
character is forgivable. To the Greek audience, however, choral dance was extremely
important. Our primary sources, such as Plato, Athenaeus, Aristophanes, and even
Homer, do not permit us to think anything less. Dance was a part of the ancient

8 The importance o f the chorus was likely established by their role in early ritual practice. See Bierl, passim
and Pickard-Cambridge, passim.
9 Wilson 2000, 6.

upbringing in a way that is difficult for us to fully realize.10 Leo Aylen offers an extreme
view o f this dance-emphasized interpretation when he states that “the Greek dramas are
dance dramas . . . most satisfactorily analyzed in terms o f dance rather than o f a sto ry fin which] character is subsumed to the dance.” 11 Aylen surely goes too far in his
dismissal o f the plot and characters o f drama. Nevertheless, his extreme view reminds us
o f the importance o f the physical movements o f the chorus, among which acrobatics
should be included.
The connection between acrobatics and dance is not a new hypothesis, for the
Greeks themselves recognized the combination o f the two. Athenaeus remarks in his
Deipnosophists that the Cretans were viewed as the inventors o f both tumbling and
dance,12 and also quotes Homer, who uses similar words in both the Iliad and Odyssey to
indicate clearly that acrobatics could be combined with dance: noKkbc, 8' igsposvxa xopov
7tspuaTa0' ogiloc; | x£p7r6g£vor < > | 801© 8s ia)|3iaxT|xfjp£ Kax' auxobq | goX,7rfj<;
s^apxovxs^ ¿8iveuov Kara geaaoxx; (II. 18.603-6: and a large crowd stood around the
beautiful choral dance, delighting in it < > and two tumblers, leading the dance, spun
through the middle o f them) and gsxa 8s cnpiv EgstaiExo 0sio<; aoiSoq | (popgi^cov 801© Ss
ku(3ioxr|xfjp£ xax'

amovq | goA,7rfj<; e^apxovxsq sSIveuov Kaxa geaaooc; (Od. 4.17-9: and

among them a divine bard played a song on the lyre, and two tumblers, leading the
dance, spun through the middle o f them). Long after Homer, Aristophanes himself tells us
in Frogs that the same men who performed in a chorus had also received training in the
palaestra:. . . av 8pac; ovxaq Kai Sncaiouc; Kai icaA,ou<; xe KdyaOoix; | teal xpacpevxac; ev

10 W iles, 132.
11 Aylen, 143.
12 Ath. 5.181 .b: xou; gsv oiiv Kpqaiv fj xe
both native to the Cretans).

CTtxcapio^ Kai xd KoPioxfiv (dancing and tumbling are
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7iaX,aiaxpai<; Kai xopoiq Kai pouaucfi. . . (Ar. Ra. 728-9: the men who are ju st and noble
and good and have been trained in palaestrae and choruses and mousike). It is in the
palaestra that the gymnastic ability essential for tumbling would have been acquired. The
philosopher Plato also emphasizes the physical capabilities o f dancers, specifically
categorizing dance as a form o f gymnastics, along with wrestling.

tT

The written word is not the only source o f evidence for tumbling in ancient
dramatic performance. Perhaps the most tantalizing clues come from pottery, a few
examples o f which explicitly show acrobatics in both comic and Dionysiac settings. One
o f the so-called phlyax vases from southern Italy o f the mid 4th century B.C. depicts a
woman doing a handstand on a potter’s wheel,1314 while another features a similar female
acrobat, performing in front o f other actors.15 The theatrical setting is evident in both
cases. Oliver Taplin, among others, has suggested that many o f these vases do not truly
show the phlyax dramas o f Italy, but rather Attic plays which had been transported to
Magna Graecia and performed there.1617An Athenian red-figure psykter o f the early to mid
5 century B.C. also depicts a handstand, here performed by a satyr.

Various other

satyrs revel around him, with at least one other probably preparing to do a handstand as
well. Not only do the movements securely place acrobatics in a Dionysiac setting, but
they also reflect the contemporary perception o f satyrs, a perception that could easily
have also been shown onstage in satyr-play.

13

V

PI. Lg. 795d: xct 3k yuixvaaiiKfjq au 8uo,

to

pev öpxT]ai<;, to 3k tiöXj] {there are two forms o f gymnastics;

dance and wrestling).
14 Oxford 1945.43; Trendall 1967, no. 96. See also Vickers, 55.
15 Lipari 927; Trendall 1967, no. 80.
16 Taplin, passim. Taplin’s thesis is highly regarded, and thought to be almost certainly true. See generally
Wilson 2000, 253-60, Csapo and Miller, passim and Revermann and Wilson, passim.
17 London E768; Prudhommeau no. 472.
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The athletic and choral parallels can be traced in many other ways. There are
distinct similarities in training between chorus members and athletes, including exercise
regimes, use o f professional trainers, and facilities. The diet o f chorus members and
athletes was also quite comparable, and both were used proverbially as examples for
gluttony.18 If we examine the institution o f the choregos, we discover that many choregoi
also served as gymnasiarchoi at different points in time.19201Neither o f these roles was
based entirely on providing money alone, as each could be fairly involved in the training
o f their respective charges.

In observing the number o f shared characteristics between

choral dance and athletics, it becomes clear that the words o f Plato should be heeded. The
physical requirements o f dance dictate that it must be regarded as a facet o f athletics, just
as the philosopher classified it, something with which almost every professional modem
dancer would undoubtedly agree. Choral activity encouraged co-ordination and fitness,
both o f which are also necessary for acrobatics.
Tumbling is one o f the most visually impressive forms o f choral dance. Although
Aristotle labelled spectacle as the least important aspect o f drama, it may have been more
important to the general audience than he would have us believe. Visual “variation and
innovation” were essential for the successful comedy in particular.

Aristophanes knew

this well, and the boundaries o f his genre, less restrictive than tragedy, allowed him to
bring his imagination to the theatre with scenes that included flying dung beetles and
lavishly costumed birds. As he himself said in direct address to his audience, akV aiei
18 Wilson 2000, 125. Cf. PI. Philopoemen 3.2-4.
19 Various monuments point this out, as do speeches (Lysias 3.1,21.1, Isocrates 16.35, etc). See further
Wilson 2000, esp. Chapter 5.
20 See further Miller 2004b, 126-52, for information on the gymnasiarch, and Wilson 2000, passim, for the

choregos.
21 Wilson 2000,46-7.
22 Ibid., 86.
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Kaivdq tSsaq dacpeptov aotpl^opai (Ar. Nu. 547: but I devise cleverly, always introducing
new ideas).

For example, where previously darkness was symbolized by the actors

simply stating it was dark, now lamps or torches were brought onstage.2324256The characters
at the end o f Wasps provide another example, for they proudly exclaim that no one before
has ever led off a chorus with dancing (1535-7). The conclusion to this play should be
doubly noted, for it is one o f two extant plays o f Aristophanes that was produced by
Philonides, the other being Frogs itself. Having a producer, or didaskalos, relieved the
poet o f the duties o f ‘directing’, but also meant that some forms o f spectacle other than
song and poetry became more prominent in production.

We may presume that the same

producer would bring some similar features o f style to each o f his plays, not unlike our
modem cinema. Wasps ends with the characters partaking in extremely vigorous dancing
and high kicking, possibly even with professional dancers (1482-1537). To imagine a
similar style o f dance used in Frogs is no stretch, and it may even be why Philonides was
hired as didaskalos. In many cases innovations such as these become the spectacular, and
C. W. Marshall is surely correct when he comments that “in putting the frogs onstage,
there is a sense o f spectacle that is reasonably expected in Aristophanic comedy.”
A brief overview o f the foundation o f evidence for acrobatics in comic choral
dance has been offered. I have briefly noted the significance o f the choral tradition, the
importance o f dance and its links to athletics, a few examples o f literary and visual
evidence, and finally the convention o f Aristophanic innovation and spectacle. These will
be more fully discussed in subsequent chapters, as will the identification o f acrobatics

23 This is voice o f Aristophanes through his character, and represents the poet himself.
24 A t. N u. 18, Ar. Ecc. 1, 27, 49. See P. Amott, 120-1.
25 P. Amott, 111.
26 Marshall, 262.
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with Frogs itself. The first necessity, however, is to examine the staging o f the frog scene
as a whole, and to attend to the debate o f onstage vs. offstage frogs. One may not offer a
choreographic theory o f the frogs’ performance without fully exploring not only the
question o f their presence onstage, but also the staging o f the scene in general.

9

Chapter One: The Staging o f Frogs 164-272
Reconstruction o f Fross 164-272
Every scholar, and indeed every reader, has his or her own interpretation of
Aristophanes’ text, and o f how he may have produced his plays. In order that one may
better understand the arguments that follow, I will first provide and defend my own
reconstruction o f the scene leading up to Dionysus’ encounter with the frogs, and that of
the frogs themselves.
Dionysus and Xanthias walk away from the main skene door after bidding
farewell to Heracles (164). As they walk towards the orchestra once more, a corpse
enters from one o f the parodoi, carried on a stretcher by mute attendants. Our heroes have
a quick comic conversation with the dead fellow, and the corpse continues out o f the
opposite parodos from where he entered. Dionysus and Xanthias continue their journey
into the orchestra, and the audience hears the cry o f a» 07r 7capa(3aAxyo, O op! Heave to\,
from Charon (180).1 He comes onstage from the parodos, using a vehicle made to look
like a boat, perhaps to be classified as an ekkyklema, pushed by concealed slaves and
seemingly controlled by a punt or steering oar. Both slave and god draw the spectators’
attention to him, with a point o f the finger and wave o f the arm, respectively. Charon is
greeted three times, possibly in unison, granting him enough time to complete his trip
into the acting area. Xanthias is quickly removed from the scene entirely, and runs out the
parodos, as a way o f representing his journey around the infernal lake. After a little bit of
comedy with Dionysus in Charon’s boat, the two set off, one ‘rowing’ and the other

' All text follows Dover 1993.
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‘steering’. The chorus members now enter from theparodoi, dressed in green costumes
and wearing frog masks. They are tumbling, jumping and hopping as they dance in,
acting like frogs in the true spirit o f the theriomorphic choral tradition and singing with a
quick melody, to which Dionysus has difficulty matching stroke. They banter, with the
god making some memorable jokes. Their

ko<
x£, soon

begins to annoy Dionysus, but still

they continue, with some members o f the chorus now concentrating on creating truly
athletic movements, offering a spectacle o f tumbling and acrobatics to please the
audience and punctuate the words o f their singing companions. Dionysus starts to sing
Kod^ himself, but at a slower beat, to which he can row appropriately. The journey across
the lake is almost complete; the frogs start to withdraw, although they continue the
contest with the god. They get quieter as Dionysus shouts more and more loudly, still
tumbling as they move away toward the parodoi. By the time Dionysus yells his last they
have completely vanished; a planned retreat rather than a sudden disappearance. The god
gets o ff the boat and pays Charon, who proceeds to wheel himself away, and then yells
for Xanthias, who reappears from the opposite parodos from which he originally left. The
journey into Hades may now continue.

The Entrance o f Charon
There is general agreement as to the staging o f the beginning of this scenario,
when Dionysus and Xanthias greet the corpse coming in from the parodos. The manner
in which Charon arrives on his boat, however, has never been agreed upon by scholars,
yet is often overlooked, since most would rather discuss whether or not the frogs are
visible. Still, it is necessary to see Charon as a part o f the same scene, for he and his boat
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are present when the frogs sing, and we should not disregard so central a figure.
According to C. W. Dearden in The Stage o f Aristophanes, Charon must have a sudden
arrival after the departure o f the corpse, for his opening words © 07T JiapapaXou (180) are
the metrical completion o f Dionysus’ previous line. He would like to use this
requirement for speed to rule out the boatman entering from a parodos, stating that it
would take too much time to come towards the orchestra, and rather has him come out
the main door o f the skene. He also claims that Charon cannot have started his journey
earlier, for if he enters while the corpse is onstage the audience’s attention would be
drawn to him, and away from the punch line o f the nekros. However, if we follow the
text closely a more accurate reading may be obtained. Charon may, in fact, enter from the
parodos without requiring a speedy arrival onstage. He does indeed first appear with his
words at 180, visible to the audience but not yet acknowledged by the actors. They
clearly pretend not to have yet noticed him, for instead o f calling attention to the
boatman’s cry or his vessel, Dionysus asks xouxi xi saxi;, what is this?, and Xanthias
responds Mpvri vf] Aia, a lake, by Zeus (181). Charon’s words are not mentioned, and nor
is he, until Xanthias goes on to exclaim, r a i 71A.0T0V y' opto, and indeed I see a boat (182).
It makes better sense that the audience is meant to look towards Charon at this point, and
we can imagine Xanthias pointing with his finger to draw our eyes in this direction. This
idea is further strengthened by Dionysus’ following line, Kacra y' 6 Xapcov onxoai, and
this here is Charon (183). The deictic form is employed, by definition, when calling
attention to a specific person or thing, and is easily imagined as accompanied with a wave
o f the speaker’s hand. Here Dionysus says ouxocri, presumably pointing out Charon as he23

2 Dearden 1976, 68. Following the suggestion o f Cary, 52.
3 Ibid., 68.
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approaches from the parodos, coming to the orchestra. Finally, the triple alliterative
greeting the boatman receives could serve more than humorous purposes: it may have
been included simply for the purpose o f allowing Charon time to finish his journey. One
might even imagine it being said more slowly than normal verse, perhaps in unison, or
alternating between Xanthias and his master.
Dearden goes on state his theory for the manner o f Charon’s entrance, following
the ideas o f Peter Amott and Gary Wills.4 This theory has the boat crossing from one side
o f the area in front o f the skene to the other, allowing Charon to travel a shorter distance
in order to arrive in view, thus accounting for his supposedly swift appearance. This idea
will be discussed shortly. A peripheral feature o f the concept should be addressed first,
namely, that the stage itself would represent Acheron, around which Xanthias must
travel. There are three options for the travel o f Xanthias around the lake, concisely
summarized by C. W. Marshall. Either a) he walks out one parodos, goes around the
skene and returns from the other parodos when Dionysus calls for him, b) he walks
around the orchestra, or c) he crosses the area in front o f the skene.5 Despite noting that
an exit from one parodos and entrance from the other was standard theatrical practice for
this time period, Marshall opts for the third choice. He believes that it would be more
humorous, and thus more Aristophanic, for the slave to walk only a very short distance as
punishment for not fighting at Arginusae, instead o f a long haul around the ‘lake’.6
Practical arguments, however, indicate that Dearden is surely correct in choosing the first
option. Xanthias’ presence onstage would otherwise be a distraction for the audience

4 Dearden 1976, 68-9. See also P. Amott 102-3 and Wills, 307.
5 Marshall, 262.
6 Ibid., 262.
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during the frog scene and thus take away from its dramatic effect, whether one believes
the chorus to be present or not. If the frogs are indeed in the orchestra, the actor would
also be in the way o f their tumbling and dancing. His lack o f comment on the frog chorus
suggests that he was not capable o f perceiving them in any way. Finally, he must be
hidden for Dionysus to be searching for him after the boat trip. If he stays onstage, there
n

is nowhere for him to emerge from and answer his master’s call. Removing Xanthias
from the scene is a dramatic requirement, and thus he cannot cross the skene as Marshall
believes, or circle the orchestra to represent his journey around the lake, as so many
others would have him do.

Q

Dearden and Amott saw the departure o f Xanthias as the best opportunity to
remove the donkey, which some editors permit to wander away on its own accord.789 It is
quite logical to have the beast led away rather than expect it to wander off, as it could not
be relied upon to do this and might even disrupt the play completely. Marshall concurs,
stating that its removal here would be “more efficient” than elsewhere.10 However, the
donkey has not been heard o f in quite some time, and must be offstage by the arrival of
the corpse at the latest, lest the scene be rendered illogical in a way that would negate
much o f the humour. If the donkey remains onstage, it is still funny for the corpse to
carry the baggage, as he is asked to, but there remains a viable alternative to save
Xanthias the trouble. Without any other options but taking the burden upon himself, his

7 Presumably, some type o f prop could be used, or the slave could simply crouch and we are meant to
believe he is elsewhere. Although possible, neither o f these options work as well as having Xanthias leave
the acting area.
8 Many have supported this view, but Barrett, 21 takes it one step further. He suggests that Xanthias
fumbles his way around the orchestra, comically losing his way and stumbling; an even greater distraction
to the audience.
’ Dearden 1970, 17-21.
10 Marshall, 262.
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predicament and pleas make the one-liner o f the corpse all the more hilarious (avaPioir|v
vuv 7idX.iv [177: 1 would rather live again]). Kenneth Dover offers the suggestion that the
donkey may have been led away much earlier, such as when Dionysus and Xanthias first
arrived at the house o f Heracles. A silent slave would have come out from the house, and
taken the animal offstage.11 A third option is proposed by David Barrett, who postulates
that the donkey may have been portrayed by actors in a costume, who therefore could
wander away.12 This is certainly a possibility, but Dover’s solution seems much more
plausible.
Dearden also bases part o f his argument on the assumption that Charon was
played by the same actor who portrayed Heracles, pointing out that Greek comedy, like
tragedy, generally utilized three main actors. Specifically, he states that because there are
only eight lines which separate the actor’s exit and would be re-entrance, he would not
have had enough time to run from the skene to the parodos and change both costume and
mask while doing so. Therefore, he believes, Charon must come out from the skene and
not the parodos.13 A simple solution would be the inclusion o f a fourth actor, but even if
we assume that only three were used the scene could still have been staged as previously
described. Perhaps Dearden is assuming that Heracles does not leave until the corpse
arrives, for the entrance o f the dead man marks the eighth line before Charon speaks.
Heracles himself probably walks back into the skene door after his final words at line
164, giving him fifteen lines to change into the costume o f Charon. With a practised
costume and mask change this is certainly possible. Or, even more simply, the two

11 Dover 1972, 180.
12 Barrett, 21.
13 Dearden 1976, 69.
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costumes could have been worn over one another, with the outfit o f Heracles only
needing to be discarded. The actor would then take his place in the previously prepared
boat and take up his next role. David Barrett appears to miss the mark again here, for he
claims that one actor could play not only Heracles and Charon, but the corpse as well.14
Fifteen lines would be sufficient to change outfits; to switch characters this quickly would
be truly remarkable.
With regard to the actual movement o f the boat in front o f the skene, Amott offers
a different interpretation from that o f Dearden, who has thus far supported the former’s
suggestions. Amott believes that it would be difficult to show the boat moving in front of
the skene and so its movement would need to be kept quite simple. So simple, in fact, that
it may have just been sitting in a stationary position, with rowing motions mimed. He
even makes a hint o f a suggestion that there was no physical boat at all, but only an
imaginary one.15 This final point is surely incorrect, if based on nothing other than the
instructions given to Dionysus on how to sit in the craft. The humour here is dependent
on visual comedy. ‘Simple’ movement is also not essential, as will be shown below.
Am ott’s theory o f the boat moving in front o f the skene is mainly based on the argument
that if it were in the orchestra, sufficient time would not be given to Dionysus and the
returning Xanthias to move from here to Pluto’s door at line 4 3 6 .16 Dionysus is meant to
be paralyzed with fear at the sight o f Empusa, and both god and slave crouch in silence
while observing the Initiate dance. This does not furnish them with much time to make
their way across the orchestra. However, the solution to this problem is simple and does

14 Barrett, 21.
15 P. Amott, 102-3.
16 P. Amott, 102-3.
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not require any complicated scenario. From Xanthias’ arrival to the shock at seeing
Empusa gives plenty o f time for a move from the edge o f the orchestra closer towards the
skene. The actors may centre themselves while pointing out that the peijurers, murderers,
etc, o f Hades are in fact the audience (276). Upon hearing the Initiates, they scamper and
crouch near the skene itself, close enough to fulfil their later dramatic requirements.
Where Dearden departs from following Amott is in his suggestion that the boat
comes straight out o f the skene door toward the audience, on the ekkyklema. He envisions
it moving out slowly as Dionysus rows, and stopping near the edge of the orchestra. The
frog chorus would then come out o f the skene as well, remain standing beside the boat
and sing, and retreat with it back into the stage building.

This theory has not received

much support, and most agree that if the chorus did appear, it would stay in the orchestra
where its members would be free to dance and sing. The chorus in Greek drama generally
does stay in the orchestra, and also enters from the parodoi, not the skene door.

If the

frogs are present in the orchestra, the boat should be as well, thus creating a closer
relationship between chorus and actors.171819 A final point to be made against Dearden’s
hypothesis is that movement in a straight line from the skene door to the orchestra lacks
dramatic effect. The spectators would not be able to see the boat clearly, nor Dionysus
attempting to row it, whereas they would be able to do so if the boat was moving around
the orchestra .20 In this manner the god would not only be fully visible to the audience for

17 Dearden 1976, 69.
18 McLeish, 39.
19 Allison, 19.
20 Ibid., 13. The manner in which Dionysus rows is not often considered, but Allison proposes that the god
takes the oar as if he is on a trireme instead o f a rowboat, a familiar image to the Athenian audience and
harkening back to the earlier naval jokes. However, the navy-savvy Athenians may not have appreciated
this, for they would instantly know that it is not the proper way to row a skiff. It is difficult to say whether
this incongruity would make a trireme rowing style more humorous to the audience, or less.
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the sake o f comedy, but also, according to Kenneth Reckford, in order to link Dionysus
sitting in the boat with a similar image from the processional which begins the Lenaea
festival. This sight would bring “joyful and familiar responses” to the Greeks.

01

The Movement o f the Boat
Apart from the question o f the frogs’ presence, one problem remains regarding the
staging o f this scene: how Charon’s boat actually moves in the theatre. It represents the
only moving vehicle in Aristophanes’ extant plays, and many possibilities have been put
forth.

Scholars seem to be in agreement that the boat was in fact on wheels, though it

may not have been on a true ekkyklema.

The closest parallel to draw is with a chariot,

sometimes used for entrances in tragic performance.212324256A chariot is not an ekkyklema, and
so we should be equally cautious o f labelling the boat as such. Reckford may have been
closest when he described the vessel as “a large wooden car on wheels”. T. B. L.
Webster seems to have thought along these lines as well, for although he admits that
Charon’s boat was on wheels, he does not speak o f it as an ekkyklema. There may even
have been a precedent for displaying a ship in the theatre, as it is possible that the Old

21 Reckford, 410. Reckford likens the idea to seeing Santa Claus in a sleigh after watching a Christmas
parade.
22 Dover 1972, 179.
23 There is some debate as to the true nature o f the ekkyklema. It may have been a section o f the front o f the
skene which revolved on an axis, revealing an interior scene, or perhaps a platform which carried characters
or props out where the spectators could see them. It is o f course possible that both forms were used,
although most scholars favour the platform concept for the device, conceiving o f it being pulled by ropes,
or pushed along by manpower. This would likely be the style used here for Charon’s boat. It has also been
proposed that the ekkyklema was awkward and not very tunny in comedy, thus causing it to have been used
infrequently and for short periods o f time on stage. See further McLeish, 46 and Webster 1970, 8-9.
24 P. Amott, 73-5.
25 Reckford, 409.
26 Webster 1970, 57.
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Comedy drama Odysseis, by Cratinus, featured such a craft.

The problem o f

construction for such a vehicle, which Peter Amott felt created the need for “simple
movements”, is delightfully solved by C. W. Marshall. He discusses the physics and
engineering required for such a device and determines that it need only combine
contemporary stage technology. The boat could join the wheels and axles of the
ekkyklema together with a “lubricated, horizontal wheel on a spindle”, the mechanism o f
the crane, or mechane.

This would allow it to move around fluidly in the orchestra.

O f course, some type o f force is also needed to actually move the craft. The most
commonly supported ideas include drawing it with ropes, pushing it with mute slaves,
driving it by means o f Charon’s punt, having men hidden underneath push it, or moving
it with the feet in a Flintstones-esque manner.

However, if slaves were onstage and

either pulling or pushing, they would severely detract from the dramatic effect both o f
Charon, for he is the boatman, and Dionysus, who is supposed to be doing the work
himself. It must appear as if they alone provide the power and steering for movement, and
so we can eliminate the likelihood o f any slaves being visible to do either o f these things.
Furthermore, it is a boat after all, and the slaves would not be able to walk across the
'w ater5 o f the lake.

The craft could conceivably be moved by the feet o f the characters2789*

27 Norwood, 130 and 257. Cratinus fr. 139 reads 6c, av \iaXkov xolq n^akiovq f| vavq r|p6v rceiGapxfi, so
that our ship will be more obedient to the steering oars. Perhaps a similarity in propulsion o f the two
vessels? A. M. Wilson, passim , argues that Eupolis’ Taxiarchs may also have featured a ship o f sorts
onstage.
28 Marshall, 258.
29 Among various others, see Dearden 1976, 16 and 68 and Cary, 52-3 for the use o f ropes, slaves, and a
punt, Dover 1972, 180 for men within the boat, and Aylen, 261 for use o f the feet.
50 It is possible that any slaves who were onstage were not seen as truly part o f the action, but merely
dismissed as ‘stagehands’. In this case, they would be able to draw along the craft without disturbing the
image o f Dionysus rowing. However, the exact perception o f onstage slaves by the audience is unknown.
While slaves may have been dismissed in the minds o f the spectators, their presence would surely still be
distracting and would dilute the theatrical illusion. If they are hidden underneath the boat, however, this
problem is neatly avoided.
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sitting in it, walking and thereby pushing as well. However we know that Dionysus’ feet
are in the boat, as Charon tells him specifically how to seat himself. This leaves the
ferryman alone to move the vehicle. Although Heracles calls it a rctanapiov rowouxoai,
‘a teeny tiny boat’ (190), it would be fairly heavy with two people sitting in it, thus
making it difficult for him to get the correct leverage. The same problem exists if he is
meant to power the vehicle by means o f his punt alone. Alternatively, it has been
proposed that the boat had enough space underneath it to fit a slave, maybe two, who
would provide the strength to move it while staying hidden, as Charon steered across the
orchestra.

The ship would need to be big enough to carry two actors, but this would still

leave plenty o f space for slaves. Being hidden under the boat would allow them to
achieve the essential leverage. In this final scenario the audience is not disillusioned by
people walking on the lake, Dionysus is free to row and spar poetically with the frogs,
and, with Charon ‘steering’, the boat travels as it should.
There are two other theories on the manner in which Charon’s boat moved,
though neither has garnered much support from other scholars. The first is that o f M.
Bieber, who decidedly believes the frogs to be visible, for she proposes that it is they who
push and pull the boat and vanish with it afterwards.

Leo Aylen adheres to this theory

and suggests that the pulling o f the craft would represent the pulling o f the statue of
Dionysus at the pre-dramatic festival.

This would readily solve the problem o f having

humans cross the lake on foot (though it would still mar the effect o f having Dionysus312
31 Reckford, 409.
32 Dearden 1976, 68, who cites also Bieber M. (1962) History o f Greek and Roman Theatre.
33 Aylen, 261, cf. Reckford, 410. Aylen also proposes not only the previously mentioned ‘Flintstones’ style
o f movement, but also that the frogs pull the vessel sporadically in different directions as they attempt to
wrest control o f it from Dionysus. The nature o f the contest is thus control o f the boat, not singing.
However, it is difficult to imagine the ‘sporadic’ efforts o f the frogs as creating anything more than strained
and jerky motions.
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and Charon row and steer themselves), but the frogs cannot enter until after the boat has
embarked on its journey. If they arrive with the boat to push it into the scene, their
premature entrance not only muddles the sense o f the lines between Charon and Dionysus
and distracts the audience, but it also intensely decreases their dramatic impact. To wait
silently onstage without singing is far less theatrical, and far less typical o f Greek drama,
than if the chorus were to enter dancing from the parodoi34 To have a chorus come
onstage without their traditional song and dance is almost unthinkable.
The last hypothesis comes from Kenneth McLeish, who proposes that Charon’s
boat is not moved on wheels as any sort o f ekkyklema-style device, but rather by the
mechane, a theory which has not garnered much support. He imagines the craft swinging
symbolically through the air as if sailing on water, with the frogs miming swimming
underneath, and even jumping over it.35 This is unlikely for a number o f reasons, but the
best is purely a practical one. The crane was not a precise instrument, as references in
comedy to its unsteadiness and imperfect control show. The best o f these is perhaps from
Trygaeus in Peace, who warns the crane operator to be careful about his business (Ar.
Pax 174-6). If chorus members were dancing around the boat and even attempting to
jump over it, there would be a very real possibility o f someone getting injured. In theory,
the mechane could have been used, but to take advantage o f wheeled technology makes
more sense.

34 Allison, 19.
35 McLeish, 47.
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Scholastic Tradition
At last we may turn to the most debated aspect o f Frogs: whether this unique
chorus o f amphibians is actually onstage and visible to the audience, or if they stay
offstage in the skene building and are only heard.

Both sides present persuasive

arguments, but there is no irrefutable reason for the frogs not to be seen, dressed in
costume and behaving in a frog-like manner for the amusement o f the audience. The
contention on the issue o f visibility stems from a scholastic tradition which makes its own
view clear:

rama Kateixai Tcapaxopriyiipaxa, E7t£t8f) oí>x ópó&vxai sv tcd Geaxpco oi
páxpaxoi, o68e ó xopóq, akF eocdBev ixipoñvxai xoug Paxpáxouq. ó 8e
áXr¡9&q x°PO? ¿Ktcóv eóosPc&
v veKprov crovéaxrpcsv
{These are called parachoregemata, since the frogs are not seen in the
theatre, nor is the chorus, but they imitate frogs from within. The true
chorus is form ed from the sacred dead. (£211)

A similar belief can be found in the scholion at line 268:
8si voeiv <bq oi paxpaxoi imo aKqvf)v siaiv, aFF ouk ev xcp (pavcpdi. f)
pEvroi 9covfi auxoiiv s^aKouexai, waTtsp Kai auxoi Kaxa xriv kipvqv
f|Xoumv.
(One must realize that the frogs are behind the skene, and not in visible
sight. Indeed, their noise is heard from afar, ju st as they themselves
sound in a swamp). (£ 268)

The first o f these early comments established a steadfast belief in many
subsequent scholars that the frog chorus does not appear onstage.

7

In fact, the manuscript367

36 For a recent and well presented summary o f the debate see Rothwell, 136-41.
37 Very likely basing his own comment on this earlier one, the scholiast John Tzetzes even went so far as to
record that the chorus o f Initiates was not seen onstage either: ouxe yap oi pdtpaxoi ofree 6 %op6<; x£6v
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tradition suggests that the latter scholiast was basing his opinion solely on the ideas o f the
former, thus eliminating much o f the weight o f his own assertion.

•50

It is the scholion at

211 which must be recognized as the far more important o f the two, and the majority of
modem scholarship has done so. However, as Douglas MacDowell points out, there is no
way to know the actual date o f this commentary and therefore what importance should be
given towards its validity. It could have been written from anytime in the 4th century B.C.
to the late Roman period, some 800 years after the production o f the comedy.

The

scholiast may not have had any experience with the production at all, and, in fact, likely
did not.383940 We must acknowledge that he could simply be wrong, as is often the case with
the scholiasts. Truly, his suggestion should not be treated much differently from the
conjecture o f any modem scholar. Indeed, the way the scholiast appears to understand the
word 7tapaxopriynp.axa does not encourage much faith. He seems to interpret it as
implicitly entailing invisibility, for he offers the concept o f an offstage chorus as
explanation for the term. The so-called “true” chorus is that o f the Initiates to the
Eleusinian mysteries.41 However, it has been shown that the word does not imply
invisibility, but rather means here, as LSJ 42 has it, “part o f a subordinate chorus”.43 This
comes from the sense o f 7iapaxoptiyiipa as being something extra in a drama, beyond the
normal three actors and single chorus.44 It is already apparent that the trust which has

[iuotc&v ¿v t<J) Os&xpcp opo&vxai aXk' sacoOev p ipow rai tovq paxpaxoin; (Jo. Tzetzae Schol. In Ranas 211a:

Neither the frogs nor the chorus o f mystics are seen in the theatre but they mimic frogs from within).
38 Bloemers, 23.
39 MacDowell, 4.
40 Revermann 2006, 65 suggests that the scholiast may have based his comment on a much later re
production o f the play. Any re-performances would, o f course, have been subject to their own
contemporary conventions and specific circumstances.
41 Marshall, 252.
42 LSJ= Liddell, H., Scott, R. and Jones, H. (1968) A Greek-English Lexicon. Ninth Edition. Oxford.
43 Marshall, 252. See Rees, passim and Ntinlist, 344-5 for discussions on the meaning o f napaxopTiyfiijma.
44 This word occurs mainly in scholia, and does not appear earlier than Pollux. See Rees, passim .
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been given to the scholia, those “notoriously unreliable”45 sources, may have been
misplaced. There are several other points to consider as to whether the frog chorus is seen
or not, and it is appropriate to first examine the practical issues.

Acoustics
The element which has been given the most weight by those who believe the frogs
were visible is simple acoustics. There is the realistic difficulty o f actually hearing the
chorus if they are contained within the skene. This is hard enough to conceive o f in our
own modem concert halls where sound bounces around, but even harder when
considering the open-air theatres o f the Greeks. Douglas MacDowell gives this as the
main point in his argument that the frogs must be onstage, and elaborates upon it. He
states that with the chorus hidden in the skene it would be possible to make out the
melody o f their song, but not any o f the words themselves, especially if someone was
hearing them for the first time. If the frogs were to sing only Koai; over and over, the
words would be discernible, but the complex language they are using, for example
7iop(pokuyojta(pX,dapaaiv, would be quite hard to understand. The frogs are actually quite
funny; their humour is pointed and incisive, and Aristophanes would not have designed
the chorus this way if he did not wish them to be heard. MacDowell claims that if they
were hidden, hearing any words at all would be “hopeless”.46
Richard Allison in his “Amphibian Ambiguities” disagrees with this entirely and
argues that an offstage chorus could indeed be heard. He states that as the skene was no

45 Marshall, 252. Cf. Nunlist, 157: “no text is a seamless series o f pieces o f information”.
46 MacDowell, 4.
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more than a temporary wooden frame with a canvas over it, the sound would penetrate
easily and be carried upwards by the sloped design o f the theatre.4748 The acoustics o f the
Greek theatre may allow for this second point, but the skene building may not have been
a temporary construction at this time. There is the possibility that it was built to be
permanent for the artistic festivals, and at least the central area o f it behind the door
would be made o f solid wood, though the wings were probably a frame. Various plays
require characters to stand on the roof o f the skene, and canvas over a frame would not
safely support this.

Allison concludes his argument very effectively however, by

pointing out that there are many examples in both tragedy and comedy where actors
speak or sing from offstage: for example the death cries o f Agamemnon and
Clytemnestra, parts o f Wasps and Birds, and even a portion o f a choral ode in Clouds 49 If
tv

acoustics were a serious issue, then these sorts o f scenes would not be produced so
frequently.50 Aristophanes was intelligent enough to realize that if it did not work the first
time, it would not work the fourth or fifth. It may be concluded that an offstage chorus
could be heard by the audience, but it must not be assumed because o f this that the frogs
were, in fact, hidden.

Issues o f Timing
The second claim brought forth as evidence that the frogs are not visible involves
the amount of time that would be required to bring them onstage and lead them off again.
47 Allison, 14.
48 McLeish, 43.
49 For a summary and analysis o f off-stage sound see P. Amott, 35-43.
50 Allison, 14. Some would like to rule out Clouds as valid to the proof, as it was considered a flop (e.g.
Dover 1993, 57). Perhaps the poor placing o f Clouds (3rd) indicates the lacklustre result o f an offstage
chorus? If so, Aristophanes would have surely remedied this error.

For Gary Wills, there is simply not enough opportunity for the frogs to enter.51523But a
quick test will prove otherwise. The opening sequence o f the chorus is ten lines long, and
a practised reading o f it aloud takes approximately thirty seconds. On the assumption that
a native Greek speaker would have a distinct advantage in the language and would be
singing with a quicker melody than one to which Dionysus can match his oar stroke, this
may be reduced to perhaps twenty seconds. In twenty seconds o f walking at a normal
pace, one might cover 100-125 feet, which is roughly the distance from the parodoi to the
orchestra. The rate o f travel could be increased if one dances in a frog-like manner, or
tumbles. A similar approach may also have been used here as in Acharnians (Ar. Ach.
204) or Knights (Ar. Eq. 241-6), where the choruses run onto the stage, or even as in satyr
plays, where they often enter dancing.

This type o f physically involved entrance would

be perfectly suited not only to the frogs, but also to Aristophanic spectacle and
innovation.

Although he does not believe that the frogs appear onstage, David

Littlefield remarks that choral entrances sometimes created pure spectacle and pleasure
through the unification o f complicated dance, ornate costumes, and ingenious poetry.54
We may conclude, therefore, that the chorus could effectively be in the orchestra before
Dionysus speaks his first lines.
The second half o f W ills’ argument is that the frogs would not have enough time
to exit, change costumes, and re-enter between lines 268-316.55 However, there seems to
be plenty o f time to change costume, particularly since the later chorus o f Initiates wears
51 Wills, 307.
52 Seidensticker, 118. Note that the number o f lines granted for the entrance o f the chorus from Knights is
less than allotted to the frogs.
53 Lawler 1964b, 68 hypothesizes that the chorus o f Birds may have used a “flying entrance”, an interesting
parallel to the frogs, if indeed they also act like animals while entering.
* Littlefield, 4.
55 Wills, 307.
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only rags, surely nothing as complex as the frogs must have worn. In fact, MacDowell
suggests that they need only to remove their animal masks and throw a ragged and tom
cloak over their green costumes.5657This is certainly possible, and if we consider the
previously mentioned hypothesis that the frogs actually begin their retreat at line 250-5 or
so, even more time is provided to change outfits. Rather than starting an exit at 268 and
rushing out the parodoi, they are already gone and have a full fifty lines to become
Mystics. Laura Stone suggests another solution here: to have each o f the two choruses
consist o f only twelve members rather than twenty-four.

However, having a full cast for

each is better for a number o f reasons. The audience would doubtless be extremely
puzzled by the halved size, the frog members would have nothing to do once their scene
was completed, and greater theatrical effect could be achieved with a full chorus. As has
been demonstrated, there would have been enough time to change costume and there
would be no need to split the chorus in two.

Issues o f Expense
The issue o f expense has also been raised as an argument against the visibility of
the amphibian chorus. Once again the problem stems from a scholion, which records that
owing to the economic strain incurred by the Peloponnesian War, the practice of
synchoregia (the sharing o f costs in the role o f choregos) was used at the City Dionysia
o f 406/5. It goes on to suggest that this practice may also have been used at the Lenaea of
the same year, where Frogs was performed.58 This in turn has led to the point that

56 MacDowell, 4. The cloaks could not be too ragged, or the frog costumes would be visible underneath.
57 Stone, 387.
58 Wilson 2000, 265. Wilson claims the scholiast merely offers conjecture.
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costuming and supplying both the frog and mystic choruses would be quite expensive in a
time o f war, especially if the former are elaborately dressed. According to this line of
thought, the claims o f the latter to be dressed in tattered clothes for thriftiness and
laughter would indicate money is an issue, and that there is not enough to spend on
costumes (405-9). However, the Mystics sing that this has been done (box' d^ripionq |
7ial^siv xe Kai yppex>£\x,for playing and dancing without further payment (408-9). The
key word here is ai/ipiouq, for which L SJ gives “without further payment” as one
potential meaning.5960To understand it thus infers that a payment has already been made,
i.e. the Initiates are dressed in tattered rags because money has already been used on the
frog costumes, but nevertheless they are still able to play and dance. Tattered and ragged
costumes would naturally be less expensive to make, especially if we consider that
previously worn costumes could be purchased second-hand.^0 To lower the cost of the
Initiate costumes in this way would help balance the strains o f the war even more.
Furthermore, as Kenneth Dover notes, if the frogs do not appear at all and the main
chorus is dressed only in rags, the expense for producing the comedy would be very low,
even too low. Both the Lenaea and City Dionysia festivals were important events, meant
to honour the gods, boost public morale, and entertain. Not only might the audience feel
shorted by the lack o f spectacle, but the gods might be offended as well, and, as Dover
succinctly put it, 405 B.C. was not a good year for Athens to anger the gods.61 Instead, he
agrees that the Initiates are wearing rags because the frogs wore costumes, and there
would not be enough money to dress both up. The aesthetic requirements o f the festival

59 LSJ: a^i|gioq.
60 Wilson 2000, 86. Cf. Ar. Th. 149-152.
61 Dover 1993, 57. One wonders if Frogs would have won first prize if the audience had felt slighted.
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have been fulfilled, and the Mystics’ joke about their rags now takes new ironic meaning,
for the audience has just seen them in elaborate costumes.

fS)

Athenian festivals were customarily grand affairs; the theatrical editions no less so
than any other. Demosthenes actually complains about the Athenian tendency to
overspend on its festivals. He protests that the Athenians make sure the Panathenia and
Dionysia always happen on time and run smoothly, but cannot do the same in war,
always arriving late and unprepared. He continues that they spend more money on these
types o f festivals than they do on expeditions and celebrate them more than any other city
in Greece (Dem. 4.34-6).

Plutarch reports a similar account in his Moralia, also noting

that the Athenians spend more money on dramatic festivals than they do on warfare (Plu.
Mor. 348f-349a). The cost o f providing and supplying a chorus, in other words acting as
choregos, was quite substantial. It actually benefitted a choregos to spend lavish amounts
o f money, for he reaped the social rewards o f public praise and recognition. There was
also a great deal o f ‘peer pressure’ to spend large quantities on the performances.626364 The
speaker o f Lysias 21 boasts that he once spent 3,000 drachmas on a tragic chorus, and
1,600 on a comic one.65 He goes on to say that he also spent 1,200 dr. as gymnasiarch in
406/5, at the festival o f Prometheus.66 This is the same year in which Frogs was
produced, and this expenditure for athletics at the festival does not suggest any downturn

62Allison, 15 raises an excellent question: why would Aristophanes choose to dress up the lfogs, who are
present for about sixty lines, rather than the Initiates, who are onstage for twelve hundred? There are
various possible answers to this question. Perhaps Aristophanes felt that the theatrical potential for a
spectacular frog scene would outweigh well-dressed Initiates, even if they remained onstage longer. The
humorous and fantastic first half o f the play would also be better suited to elaborate costumes than the more
sober (though still humorous) second half, which is devoted to the poetic agon.
63 For discussion see Wilson 2000, 50.
64 Ibid., 92.
65 See Ibid., 86-94 and Wilson 2008, 88-127. The author compares this to the cost o f 500 dr. for a skilled
slave, and 1,200 for a racehorse, among other things.
66 Note that the same man acted both as choregos and gymnasiarch.
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in competitive life, nor any great disturbance from contemporary events. 1,200 dr. is a
hefty sum, one which shows that there was still money to be spent at this time on public
festivals, even amidst war and turmoil. Furthermore, if 1,600 dr. was the cost for a later
comic performance (403/2) and 1,200 dr. was available in 405 (for a lesser festival than
the dramatic ones which the Athenians so highly honoured), it is reasonable to conclude
that there would be money available for the full production o f comedy at the Lenaea. The
difference o f 400 dr. may be eliminated by the Athenian tendency to spend more on
drama than anything else. As well, there is no fixed price for production; one comedy
may easily cost 1,600 dr. while another costs more or less.
C. W. Marshall offers another point to dispute the contention o f economic strain
during the war. He notes that during the Peloponnesian War, ceramic quality was
maintained and liturgies did not decrease, both o f which may have lapsed into lesser
states if money was being rigorously restricted.6768 Taken together with the funds
mentioned in Lysias 21, it appears that times may not have been as economically strained
as the scholion has led us to believe. Even if it were so, the Athenians valued their drama
far too much to allow it to suffer because o f the war. Indeed, Plutarch tells us they
honoured it above war. Even the institution of synchoregia, which has caused doubt as to
the money available for a production like Frogs, argues on behalf o f this. If one man did
not have enough funds to cover his expenses, then a second would help share the burden,
to ensure that the high quality o f drama was preserved. It would not have been typical of
the Athenian character to permit the dramatic festivals to suffer. There is no reason,
therefore, to suspect that Frogs did not have enough funds to put on a full production.
67 Wilson 2000, 89.
68 Marshall, 254-5.
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Aural and Visual Perception
Now that practical considerations have been addressed, we may turn to the text
itself. The scene in question is based on a singing contest between Dionysus and the
frogs, with the god at first attempting to row to their beat, as Charon instructed him, and
then likely slowing down the tempo o f the song as he takes their Koa^ from them. Many
critics have been quick to call attention to the fact that Charon says <xkou0£ i, you will
hear, and mentions nothing about seeing the frogs at all (205).697012However these are not
simply frogs, but ixog-swans, according to Charon, and we must therefore associate them
with the Greek idea o f beautifully singing swans.

Additionally, the word is given in

response to Dionysus’ question o f how he will be able to row. The answer is that he will
hear beautiful songs, i.e., in order to keep the beat for his stroke. It would make little
sense for Charon to reply that the god will see jumping frogs, for that is not an answer to
the question posed. The context is that o f keeping rhythm for rowing.

71

The classification o f the chorus as Patpaxoi kokvoi deserves further
consideration. The idea that swans were beautiful singers was quite prevalent, as was the
belief that they offered an especially lovely melody when dying.

It then makes further

sense for the swans to be singing in the Underworld. The audience would expect to hear
lovely lyrics in a swan song, but not necessarily in a frog’s croak. The swanlike element
o f the chorus’ dual personality is thus amply covered in the lyric passages, but what o f
the frogs? If we assume they only bring their croaks, why should the song be about their
activities? Why not the swans, who are more readily associated with singing? An offstage
69 Dover 1972, 177. See also Allison, 9 and Sifakis, 94.
70 See Thompson, 179-86 for numerous examples.
71 Allison, 8.
72 Thompson, 769-84. See also Dover 1993,218.
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chorus would be able to add nothing more, but an onstage one would certainly be able to
establish the amphibious nature o f the chorus’ dual-personality. Aside from their guttural
voices, frogs are also known for their leaping abilities; a characteristic which could easily
be displayed. To combine aurally pleasing swans with visually pleasing frogs would
certainly make the chorus worthy o f being called paxpaxpt kukvoi.
Curiously, this is not the only instance in drama that swans are mentioned in
connection with amphibians. A fragment o f a satyr play from the dramatist Pratinas,
recorded by Athenaeus, offers an interesting parallel.7374 The speaker is enraged that he and
his singing, self-described as like a swan with speckled wings, are being cut off by an
overzealous (and presumably unskilled) aulos player who uses his instrument with the
breath o f a spotted toad (Prat. If. 1). It is a contrast between the beautiful melody o f the
swan’s call and the dissonant croak o f a toad. The parallels to Frogs are immediately
evident. Furthermore, the speaker makes it very clear that he is dancing, or soon will be.
He demonstrates how to move the arms and feet, and speaks o f stamping and dancing
steps, all in contrast to the inharmonious aulos. What is especially interesting here is his
final line: aicooe xav epav Acbpiov xopeiav (Prat, fr.1.16: hear my Dorian choreia). Just
like Charon, he uses the verb “to hear” instead o f “to see”, where we may have expected
the latter. His song and dance must be perceived with the ears, as it is a ‘swan’ song, with
amphibians (i.e. the aulos) croaking along as well. His use o f the word xopsla to describe
his performance is also mimicked exactly by the frogs, who sing out that they utter their
watery xppeia from the depths. The visual aspect of the satyr’s dance in this fragment is

73 Rothwell, 140 points out that the frogs glorify their role in the creation o f music by emphasizing the
growing o f reeds, used for pipes and lyres. Therefore, he suggests, they may be considered alongside such
lovely singers as swans.
74 There is some controversy whether the fragment is satyric or not. See Allan and Storey, 166.
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obvious. His choice o f verb reflects the aural aspect o f x o p e ia , but the fact that he is
dancing as well is explicitly stated. The circumstances o f the frog chorus are curiously
similar in several regards. Perhaps too much weight has been given to Charon’s use o f the
verb

a K o u a e i,

a word which does not necessarily exclude visual perception.

Much has been made o f the lack o f the verb “to see” when referring to the
chorus,

but in truth, the verb may have been used to refer to them. It is not uttered by

Charon, however, but by Heracles. When Dionysus visits his half-brother, he asks him for
advice on descending to the Underworld. Heracles cracks a few jokes before answering
seriously, warning Dionysus o f a bottomless lake and a ferryman who will grant passage
for the price o f two obols and that pexa xaux' ocpsiq icai 0r|pi' ov|/ei pupia | Ssivoxaxa, after
this you will see snakes and countless terrible monsters, followed by an ever-flowing
mire o f both figurative and literal human waste (143-4). Dionysus is told he will see
Gppia dstvoxaxa, for which the most obvious translation (we are speaking o f Hades after
all) is “very terrible monsters”. The Underworld is a typical place for this sort of
encounter, as Heracles knows well. But a different interpretation unveils another possible,
ironic layer o f meaning. It is quite possible that the 0r|pia Seivoxaxa which Dionysus will
see are the frogs themselves.

77

The word 0r|piov can mean ‘monster’, but also simply ‘beast’, ‘creature’ or ‘small
animal’. Throughout Aristophanes’ extant plays, the word is used several times in various
contexts and with all o f the above meanings. The last o f these is found in Lysistrata,756
75 See Dover 1972, 177, Allison, 9 and Sifakis, 94.
76 As note 75 above.
77 For the frogs to act as the representative monsters o f Hades would contrast well with the chorus o f
Initiates, far more blissful characters. Strauss, 18 identifies the frogs as the terrors o f Hades to balance the
Initiates, but sees no secondary meaning, nor does he realize the importance o f Heracles’ warning that
Dionysus will “see” them.
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where it is used to refer to a gnat stuck in the eye (Ar. Lys. 1025) and also in Birds, where
Aristophanes uses the word at lines 69 and 93 to refer to Tereus as a hoopoe.

This

example is an especially interesting parallel, for it is in part the costume o f Tereus, and so
his visual presence, which elicits a shocked response. In almost every case the word
refers to something surprising or worthy o f exclamation, or is accompanied by a
superlative. It is to the idea o f something fantastic which Aristophanes most often applies
the word Gppiov, including the examples above where it refers to actual animals, not
monsters. The costumed and dancing frogs could easily be added to this list, as they fit
both criteria. The word 8 eiv6 <; can also have a wide range o f meaning, and once again a
survey o f Aristophanes’ usage o f it is revealing. It generally covers both negative and
positive connotations, with notable instances o f the latter at Birds 834, Ecclesiazusae 113
and 364, Frogs 968, and Acharnians. 429. Often in this sense it takes on the common
meaning o f “clever”, in reference to the uttering o f words, a category into which the frog
chorus would fall. The enjambment in the line calls special attention to the superlative
form o f the adjective, perhaps to underscore its ambiguous meaning. We see from an
analysis o f the two words that Heracles could easily be saying “you will see very clever
little animals”.

It is readily admitted that Dionysus, at least, does not see this as the meaning of
Heracles’ words. He thinks that his half brother is trying to frighten him, and will not be
put off. Xanthias meets up with him again after he has gone around the lake, and wonders
where the Gtpia Ssivoxaxa are.

O f course, he was offstage and would have no way of 789

78 Dunbar, passim.
79 The MSS sometimes attribute this line to Dionysus. This would not ruin the sense o f the argument, for
the god is still clueless as to the alternate meaning o f Heracles’ words.
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relating this phrase to the frogs. The pair soon sees Empusa, whom Xanthias calls a
0r)piov psya and who is shortly after referred to as Ssivov (288-9). Empusa is indeed a
horror o f Hades, but perhaps not the one to which Heracles referred. The demigod gives a
precise order for the Underworld experiences: coming to a lake and a boatman, paying for
passage, seeing the creatures, visiting the mire o f scum, and seeing the Initiates. If we
were to understand Empusa as the terrible monster, she would be the only item out o f
place in Heracles’ chronology. The mire with its victims is noted at line 273, Empusa at
288. If, on the other hand, we take the frog chorus as being the referents, the chronology
works flawlessly.

Some would likely argue that 0r|pia Seivoxaxa does indeed mean “terrible
monsters” and not “very clever animals”. It is here that the ambiguity o f Aristophanes’
words becomes humorous, for in this translation the 0r|pia can still be the frogs. It is quite
funny that the chorus is the first o f the horrors which Dionysus encounters, and which
cause him so much grief. Christopher Brown notes that everything Dionysus is warned
about is “transformed for humorous effect”,80 a classification that the chorus easily falls
under if we consider them as the 0r|pia. It is even more appropriate that they should be
his antagonists when we consider the god’s amusing response to seeing Empusa: he soils
himself. The frog chorus is a more well-matched terror for the comic persona o f this god
to deal with. Dionysus himself, though remaining unaware o f the frogs’ role as his
infernal foes, does in fact link the adjective Ssivoc; with them. At line 252 the chorus
exclaims that it will suffer terrible things (8sivd) if Dionysus steals their xod^, and the
god answers that he will suffer more terribly (Seivoxspa) if he splits in two while rowing

80

Brown, 41.
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(252-4). He is thereby acknowledging that he is indeed experiencing something which is
ôsivôç, namely, the repetitive croaking o f his opponents. It is therefore not only Empusa
who is specifically termed ôsivôç (289), but the frogs as well. In sum, the frogs could
easily be either “very clever little animals” or “terrible monsters” but the most
satisfaction may be found in regarding them as both. Aristophanic ambiguity aside, it is
the fact that Heracles specifically says that Dionysus will see the creatures (oysi) which
is most relevant for our purposes. Despite the contention by many scholars that Charon
only tells his divine passenger he will hear the chorus, Heracles tells him otherwise, if
indeed he refers to the frogs as Oppia ôeivôxaxa.
To return once more to the comic agon, scholars argue that within the song o f the
frogs the language used has purely aural and not visual referents.

However, this is

nothing out o f the ordinary. Not only is this musical contest possibly a parallel to the later
poetic agon, both being word based, but the frogs must compete in something they can do
worthily.818283This is either croaking or jumping, and as Dionysus is meant to be rowing, he
cannot very well leap about. R. Allison maintains that if the frogs were a great spectacle,
there would be some hint o f this in the text.

Lacking stage directions, Greek playwrights

tend to mirror important onstage elements with their words. This is no less true in Frogs,
for the importance o f the contest is aural and the text reflects this. And although Allison
claims the scene is “without any w ords...on visible activities”, Aristophanes includes

81 For example, Allison, 11.
82 See Wills along with Demand, 83-7 and Campbell, 163-5 for interpretations on the greater significance
o f the frog chorus to the play as a whole.
83 Allison, 11.
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some very obvious visual references.84856The frogs sing thus:

. . . fjlapeoGa 8ia KU7tsipou | icai (pAico, xalpovxet; d)5fj<; |
7tolt)KoI6pPoi<n psAxavv | q Aioq (peuyovrE«; 6p(3pov | evu8pov ev |3uGo)
/opeiav | aio^av ¿(pGey^apeaGa 17iog(poX,uyo7ia(pXd(jpaoiv.
. . . we leapt through rushes and reeds, rejoicing in the many diving
melodies o f the song, or, fleein g the rain o f Zeus, we sang in the deep
our watery song-and-dance, varied with bubbly-splutters. 243-9,
emphases added.

It is difficult to ignore the prospect o f chorus members acting out the physical portions of
this verse, highlighted here, and punctuating it with hops and leaps. Allison dismisses
these as “general behaviour”,

Of

but there is no reason to disregard them. Despite the

nature o f the contest being aural and many words o f the text reflecting this, the visual
references cannot be ignored, as, according to what Allison himself says, they reflect
important onstage elements o f the scene. To add to the spectacle and dramatic effect o f
the frogs, some o f the chorus members may even have concentrated more on hopping and
animal mimicry than on singing. It is the general argument o f my thesis that it is quite
possible that some chorus members were more athletic than others and would use this
ability well, performing great leaps and executing acrobatic actions to punctuate the
jumping, diving, and bubbly-splutters which their fellow amphibians sing about. This
topic will be fully discussed in a Chapter 3, but I point out here the chorus’ use o f the
word xopeia. This term means, as Plato defines it, song and dance combined.

The frogs

84 Allison, 11 contrasts Frogs to Birds, where animal actions are very specifically mentioned. One must
keep in mind the different approach to different plays, however, and that the frogs are less central to the
plot than the birds are in their own comedy.
85 Ibid., 17.
86 PL Lg. 654b: %opeia ye pfjv opxt]ak; T £ K a i t p 5 f ] t o c t u v o X 6 v ¿anv” (choreia is both dance and song
together). Lonsdale, 128 interprets the application o f this term in Frogs well, stating that “the frogs
naturally embody the two main elements o f choreia , vocal harmony and rhythmic movement, in their own
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call this from the deep, it is true, but it must also be in the deep that they dance in
accompaniment with the song. The chorus’ ode thus possesses a clear reference to the
visual aspect o f their performance, which suggests that they did indeed have a presence
onstage.

87

C. W. Marshall provides another interesting interpretation o f the text, and a fresh
opinion on why more is mentioned about hearing the frogs than seeing them. He
hypothesizes that the frogs are onstage and visible to the audience, but invisible to
Dionysus. The chorus would be leaping and jumping in front o f Charon’s boat, yet
because Dionysus is rowing, his back would be to them. The frogs would continuously
manoeuvre themselves so that the god cannot see them, no matter how he twists and
turns.8788 For Dionysus to be unable to see whom he is combating is quite funny, and
Aristophanic. Responding directly to Marshall, Alan Sommerstein adds to the theory and
suggests that as Dionysus is looking around for the chorus, some members o f the
audience might have yelled out to the actor, informing him that his foes were behind
him.89 This possibility o f staging is certainly one to ponder, although it does not take
Heracles’ use o f the verb “to see” into consideration. We might do better to understand
Dionysus as seeing the frogs onstage, but being oblivious to the fact that they are what he
was warned about. Nevertheless, Marshall’s proposal in no way hampers the possibility
o f acrobatic choral performance.

brand o f singing . . . and extraordinarily versatile movement”. See also David, passim, for the importance
o f understanding %opeia as both song and dance.
87 To add even further to the performance, Wills, 315 presents the idea o f different instruments being used
to provide comic sounds during the song. The aulos would o f course be present as it normally is during
choral odes, but perhaps special cracked reeds also, to create a whining, marshy sound.
88 Marshall, 261-3.
89 Sommerstein, 176.
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A final point may be made on basis o f the text itself. Dionysus says to the frogs
ot>5sv yap sax' akl! rj Koa^, you are nothing but koax (227), a phrase that some would
like to see as figuratively true, and thus infer that the frogs are unseen,90 but its first sense
must be viewed as literal. Dionysus may be doing nothing more than complaining that the
frogs croak Koa^ repeatedly. It has been noted that the word yap here could mean “since”
and refers back to Dionysus cursing the chorus, making his words the reason behind the
curse instead o f a separate conclusion.91

Dramatic Precedent. Realism, and the Conclusion o f the Scene
The most common arguments in the debate o f whether the frogs are visible or
invisible end here. However, R. Allison suggests a few more which warrant mention. His
first is based on the fact that two plays titled Frogs had already been produced, one by
Magnes ca. 450 B.C., and the other by Rallias ca. 430-426 B.C.9293With the assumption
that the choruses in these comedies were actually onstage, he claims that having another
chorus o f frogs would have been “passé” to the audience.

As Aristophanes was an

innovative and inventive playwright, he would not have copied his predecessors but
instead used the technique o f an offstage chorus for variety, relying on creative rhythm
and singing to avoid a “hackneyed” performance.94 However, one o f these earlier dramas
may have been performed a full fifty years before Aristophanes wrote his, the other
twenty years. This is more than enough time for the spectacle to feel fresh once again,

90 Allison, 11. See also Dover 1993, 56 and Wills, 312 for discussion.
91 Wills, 312.
92 Allison 12-3. See also Sifakis, 76.
93 Allison, 13.
94Ibid., 13.
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having been forgotten over time and now re-appreciated. Choruses were re-used quite
often, particularly in the theriomorphic tradition.95 Aristophanes could very well have
made his innovations by using fantastic choral singing and dancing, for we do not know
how the frogs were represented in Magnes’ and Kallias’ plays. Additionally, it was likely
only a small percentage o f Athenians who attended the theatre, and assuredly there was
no one who saw every show. The chance o f a spectator having seen both the earlier Frogs
and Aristophanes’ version is minimal. Even if this did occur, the Athenians did not seem
to mind plays being repeated; Frogs itself was reproduced a year later.
Allison next contends that there are several features in the play that are
unrealistic. However, he seems to be neglecting the general principle that “no illusion of
reality was created in the Greek theatre”.9697Allison gives the most weight to the argument
that if we are to imagine the orchestra as a lake, the frogs cannot be present in it. These
creatures do not generally frequent deep water, and may drown if they attempt it. Instead
they stay near the shallow shore, which in the theatre would be represented by staying
within the skene. Aristophanes is usually accurate in his portrayal o f animals, Allison
argues, and even if the chorus was present, its members would have to mime swimming,
not leaping.

Truly, drama would suffer terribly if everything portrayed onstage were

completely realistic. This is not the New Comedy o f Menander, but the Old Comedy of
Aristophanes. The lake is deep because it symbolizes the danger and fear o f crossing into
Hades. The frogs may be present here regardless o f its depth, for they are not real
animals. By Allison’s logic, the chorus should not even sing at all, for human words are

95 Marshall, 252-3 and Sifakis, passim.
96 McLeish, 80. See also Sifakis, 8-14.
97 Allison, 13.
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beyond the scope o f a realistic frog. We must allow Aristophanes his theatrical license in
this regard. To argue that the frog chorus could not be onstage because frogs themselves
would not act this way is to ignore the basic rules o f Old Comedy in the Greek theatre.
Finally, Allison points out the quick ending to the scene: the frogs are adamant
they will outlast Dionysus, and yet they become silent so suddenly.

This would be

problematic if the chorus were offstage as well, but it would end more smoothly, rather
than so abruptly. There have been various explanations by commentators as to why the
scene ends so quickly, ranging from a supposed desire to avoid boredom in the audience,
to the simple need to finish the scene." Nowhere else in Aristophanes does a chorus exit
without saying a word to announce their departure.989100 Alan Sommerstein tries to solve
this by suggesting, via stage directions, that the chorus gets quieter and quieter.101 But, as
previously discussed, it makes very good sense for the chorus to begin their withdrawal
when Dionysus first takes their ko&^. If we follow this line o f thinking the problem o f a
sudden exit is eliminated, for the audience has seen the frogs make a deliberate retreat. To
the audience, there would be no problem o f a sudden disappearance; they will have seen
the chorus exit out the parodoi.

There will never be a completely satisfactory interpretation o f the frog scene in
Aristophanes’ comedy: we are impeded by the problem o f reading something that was
intended to be seen. There are nuances missed and subtleties lost, which could only be
98 Ibid., 10.
99 See MacDowell, 5, who summarizes these views.
100 Marshall, 251. Marshall points out that the huntsmen o f Euripides’ Hippolytus may likewise leave
without a lyric passage, but also notes that the situations are not identical.
101 Sommerstein, 59.
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appreciated by an Athenian in 405 B.C. Despite this, the staging o f the scene can be
attempted with knowledge o f the Greek theatre and its limitations. Dramatically speaking,
there is more comic potential in having the frogs appear onstage; there are no theatrical
advantages to hiding them behind the skene. Arguments can be made for and against their
physical presence, but a look at all aspects o f the debate reveals the likely prospect of
their visibility. One can truly imagine the spectacle o f them, dressed in costumes of green
and yellow, wearing ornate masks, hopping and jumping around the orchestra, with some
offering acrobatic displays while others sing in contest with Dionysus. We can picture
them beginning to retreat as Dionysus steals their Koa^, having already quietly
disappeared out the parodoi as the god shouts his last, and returning to the murky waters
from whence they came.
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Chapter Two: Acrobatics and Dance
Having now fully addressed the issue o f the frog chorus’ appearance onstage, I
will turn to a discussion o f acrobatics, examining it from the perspective o f its
relationship with dance. I will first provide an overview o f the connection and establish
the link between the athletic and the artistic, and will analyze the use o f acrobatics in
choral performance. The potential for its application in both satyr play and comedy will
be argued, using vase paintings as the main sources o f evidence. Finally I will place
acrobatics in the context o f Aristophanic comedy and spectacle. In my third chapter I will
investigate how this information applies to Frogs.
Our surviving evidence for acrobatics and tumbling in the ancient Greek world is
sparse and scattered, resulting in a puzzle that must be pieced together. It does not make
matters any easier that the evidence is concentrated in no single time period, but ranges
throughout the centuries, from the 16th century B.C. to 5th century A.D. There are passing
mentions o f acrobatics in various authors, from Homer to Nonnus, as well as depictions
in art from the peak o f Minoan culture to the late Hellenistic period, covering several
media: frescoes, vase paintings, figurines, seals, and decorative sculpture. Vase paintings
in particular are pertinent to this study, and several will be discussed below, after a
treatment of textual evidence.
In our surviving texts, one o f the most detailed and well-known accounts o f
acrobatic performance occurs in Xenophon’s Symposium. This work, written ca. 380
B.C.1 and featuring a dramatic date o f 421 B.C., describes a symposium given in honour

1 One should note that the Symposium is, therefore, roughly contemporary with Frogs.

A

o f a recent Panathenaic victor. While much o f the work is delivered in a philosophical
tone, hardly surprising when one such as Socrates is present, it also features a special
troupe o f professional entertainers. Among these are an aulos player, a male youth
accomplished in dancing and lyre playing, and a dancing girl who is skilled in acrobatics
(opxnaxpiSa xaiv xa Gaupaxa Suvapevcov jtoieiv). She demonstrates this ability by
executing flips in and out o f a circle o f swords set on the floor (2.11)234 and later by
bending herself into contorted shapes, such as a human hoop (2.22).5 She is praised by
the onlookers for her courage in diving in and out o f the swords, and the attempts o f one
symposiast to mimic her acrobatic dances are unsuccessful (2.22). Later on in the evening
a potter’s wheel is introduced, upon which the dancing girl intends “to perform wonders”
(Gaopaxoopyfiaeiv)67,but Socrates objects and the acrobatic displays for the night come to
an end (7.3). The troupe instead completes the entertainment by acting out a love scene
between Ariadne and Dionysus (9.3).

2 Xen. Symp. 1.2. See also Dearden 1995, 81.
3 Xen. Symp. 2.1
4 Xen. Symp. 2 .1 1: pex& 8£ xobxo kuk^o^ eiar|VEx0T] nspipeaxog ^i(p(5v op06)v. eiq ouv xaoxa r\ opxncxpi;

¿Kuploxa xe Kai e£eia>()iaxa im£p aoxcov (After this a hoop was brought in, upright swords set all around it
Then onto this the dancing girl flippedfrontward and backward, tumbling over herself).
5 Xen. Symp. 2.22: oxi 5’ x\ nav; eu; xowciaGev Kapjcxop^vrj xpo^oix; epipeixo, ekeivoi; xauxa ci<; x6

siinpoo&sv
¿nudmxiov pipEiaOai xpoxoix; EKEipaxo (And whereas the girl, bending herself backwards, imitated a wheel,

that man tried to imitate a wheel by bending himself forward in the same way).
6 Xen. Symp. 7.2. The Loeb translation by O. J. Todd offers “feats o f jugglery” for the Greek
OaupaxoupyTjaeiv, as if the girl is merely going to juggle upon the wheel, with no acrobatic element added.
I believe that this is incorrect, and think it more likely that there will either be a combination o f juggling
and acrobatics (2.8 shows the girl to be a skilled juggler, though her abilities are clearly exaggerated), or,
even more likely, acrobatics alone. This is in keeping with the phlyax vase depiction o f a woman doing a
handstand on a potter’s wheel (Oxford 1945.43 discussed fully below), and the reference to the same
activity in Plato’s Euthydemus (294e).
7 Socrates’ complaint that acrobatics are not fitting for a symposium (6 cru|utoaup ouSev TtpoafjKEi) should
not be taken as evidence that they did not regularly occur here. Not only do the lines following show that
this is a more philosophical concern than most would likely hold, but the troupe itself had been trained for
sympotic purposes, as is evident from their performance as a whole. The amount o f training which would
be required suggests that much time and effort have been invested, indicating some confidence o f success.
One may also presume that the troupe was purposefully hired to perform this type o f dance, a style to which
no one else seems to object. The great number o f vases which depict acrobatics in a sympotic setting (see
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This sympotic style o f acrobatic performance is just one o f the many forms which
the activity could take. It is certainly employed here as a type and style o f dance, but
executed by an individual who is comparable to a modem contortionist. And although
there is an aulos player present who keeps time with her song (2.8), this type o f
exhibition is far from the realm o f choral dance. But, like dance, acrobatics is neither
simple nor applicable to only one situation, but has many elements and may be used in
various circumstances. The example we see in Xenophon demonstrates its presence in the
symposium, indicating a connection with wine and drinking which, I will argue below, is
typical o f acrobatics. The actual performance o f the dancing girl, particularly her use of
the potter’s wheel, is likewise typical. As C. W. Dearden points out, the casual mention
o f the potter’s wheel, along with the fact that Socrates states that reading and writing
could be performed on it as a type o f stunt (7.3), suggests that this type o f performance
was not unusual at a symposium . For now, let us expand our overview o f tumbling and
acrobatics by very briefly summarizing their role in festivals.
In my introduction, the link between acrobatics and dance was seen to exist in
Homer, in both the Odyssey (4.17-9) and the Iliad (18.603-6). I will return to these
passages shortly, but it is worth noting here that the occasion o f the former is the
celebratory feast for the marriages o f Menelaus’ children. The festivities are lavish and
on a grand scale, and it is within this context that we hear o f tumblers. The setting is a
joyous one, a mood that is reflected in the style o f dance. The passage o f the Iliad is
similar in that it also occurs in the context o f a narrative o f a jubilant feast, depicted on8

Deonna 1953, passim) is also indicative o f its common presence at symposia. Note also Dearden’s
argument, below, which comes to the same conclusion.
8 Dearden 1995, 82. Lawler 1964a, 130 cites the performance in Xenophon as a paradigm o f sympotic
dancing.
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the shield o f Achilles. In both o f these passages, then, there are elements o f festival in the
text, and thus we may assume that acrobatics normally occurred at such occasions.9
According to W. Deonna in his Le Symbolisme de l ’A crobatie Antique, a funerary context
may also have been important for acrobatics. He argues that many representations of
acrobats show their bodies bent or contorted, as if in death. As Deonna says, at some
feasts “l’acrobatie dangereuse, souvenir de rites funèbres, a aussi sa place”.10 Finally,
although this is not the place for a full analysis o f Cretan bull-leaping, it is important to
note the hypothesis that it occurred in a festival context.11 Perhaps this in part explains
not only why Athenaeus attributed the creation o f acrobatics to the Cretans (Ath. 5.181ab), but also his inference that they instigated its use in festivals (Ath. 5.180f). With bullleaping we see a connection between acrobatics and ritualized performance based around
spectacle, a definition which may also be applied to the dramatic festivals.
The evidence for the practice o f bull-leaping, however it may have been
performed, demonstrates the athletic requirements o f acrobatics and tumbling, albeit in an
extreme case. But a certain degree o f physical skill would have also been required for less
dangerous forms o f acrobatics, such as those employed in dance. Greek dance in general,
even when not acrobatic, required a certain amount o f physicality, as the ancients

9 See also Athenaeus 4 .129d for tumblers at a wedding feast.
10 Deonna 1953, 108. Despite his fairly comprehensive presentation o f evidence for ancient acrobatics,
passim, I do not agree with Deonna’s strict interpretation o f it as an artistic reflectipn o f death, an
interpretation that he applies not merely to festivals, but as an overarching theme. While bodies in death
may contort and bend backwards or forwards like an acrobat, the majority o f evidence links acrobatics to
joyful celebrations o f life. The very nature o f tumbling, full o f vigour and violent, explosive movements, is
in direct contrast with the stillness o f death. It is more common to see acrobatics in the context o f
celebration or revelry, such as at symposia.
11 Kyle 42, citing the belief o f J. Younger. For a good analysis o f bull-leaping in general, see Crowther, 349.
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themselves recognized. The competitive choruses o f the theatre have even been
classified by one modem scholar as the closest thing the Greeks had to team sports.

17

Athletics and dance individually were both fundamental elements o f Greek society,
enjoying much prestige and popularity throughout Hellenic history. They co-existed in
various forms and at numerous events, and the similarities between them are often
surprising.121314 One must be aware o f their parallels to recognize the overlapping qualities
o f several o f their events and forms. While the long jump and the dance o f hand gestures
are completely different, for example, dances such as the dvcOTaXq (Ath. 14.631b) had
distinct athletic parallels.15 The obvious physical requirements o f tumbling and acrobatics
also cause them to be categorized as forms o f ‘gymnastic’ activity, following the Greek
sense o f the word. However, there is also an artistic aspect to acrobatics, and we have
seen that it is explicitly connected with dance by Xenophon and Homer, among others.
This activity, then, may be understood as crossing the boundaries o f both dance and
athletics, existing in a liminal condition at the edges of, yet still within, both spheres.
That is to say, it is both athletic and artistic, more so than most dance styles or
techniques, and fills the area between the two.1617
Despite this, acrobatics tends to be dismissed by scholars o f ancient sport as
merely an element o f dance, though bull-leaping remains an exception.

17

Acrobatics was

12 As noted above in the introduction, Plato categorized dance and wrestling as the two forms o f gymnastic
exercise (PI. Lg. 795d-e). Lonsdale, 206 also sees Od. 6.64-5 as indication that the ancients thought o f
dance as an athletic activity.
13 Wilson 2003, 164.
14 See introduction.
15 Athenaeus records that this dance mimicked the gestures and movements o f a wrestling match.
16 In his comprehensive study on Greek dance, Naerebout, 80 acknowledges that there is a “border zone
between acrobatics and dance”.
17 For example, Miller 2004a, 167. Curiously, Miller states that although acrobatics was popular, artistic
representations depict it as a childish form o f entertainment. There are, to my knowledge, only two
examples on pottery o f children performing acrobatics, while there are dozens o f adults, both men and
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indeed used by the Greeks mainly in the context o f dance, an activity that was generally
/

viewed as belonging to the category o f mousiké, along with music and poetry. However,
the liminal position o f acrobatics becomes evident when considering modem examples,
for instance the performances o f entertainment groups such as Cirque de Soleil. This
company o f performers would almost certainly be categorized as primarily artistic. And
yet the athletic abilities o f the entertainers are obvious, particularly among the acrobats.
Examples closer to the realm o f Greek theatre include modem musicals, many o f which
feature tumbling in the midst o f large dance numbers, and operas, which may combine
acrobatics and dancing while maintaining an elevated form o f expression.

Perhaps the

best examples to give are modem renditions o f Frogs itself, many o f which portray the
chorus as acrobatic.1819201We would again term these as more artistic than athletic, and yet,
through acrobatics and dance, they incorporate elements o f both.
The athletic aspect o f dance is revealed by Plato, who classifies dance as a
gymnastic exercise (PI. Lg. 795d-e). Gymnastic training o f course occurred at the
palaestra, and there should be no surprise that dance was taught here as well,

for this is

in keeping with the philosopher’s classification o f it. Writing several centuries later,
Athenaeus also indicates that there was overlap between what was done in choral dance
and what was done in the palaestra (Ath. 14.629b).

Furthermore, a passage from Plato’s

Laws asserts that music and dance were fundamental to the male Greek education. He
women. See Deonna 1953, passim, for adult acrobats, and Van Hoorn no.’s 101 and 786 (Athens NM
14527 and Ashmolean 1920.102 below) for youthful acrobats.
18 Prudhommeau, 185 and Lawler 1964b, 42.
19 For example, the 2004 Broadway production.
20 Lawler 1964a, 124 and Wilson 2000, 72. See also Plu. Quaes. Corn. 9.15.1 for very strong indication
that dance was practiced at the palaestra.
21 Ath. 14.629b: Kai t a axnpaxa per&pepov.. . ek
x(bv xopo6v E\q xaq naXaioxpaq (they brought over the
schemata from choral dance to the palaestra).
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writes that those who are axppeoxoc;, ‘without dance’ are also a^aiSsuxot;, ‘uneducated’
(PI. Lg. 654a.9). Music and dance, therefore, were likely taught at the palaestra. I
propose that acrobatics was practiced here as well, at least to some degree, as an element
o f dance and a form o f gymnastic exercise.
I will take a moment to address a point o f contention which may occur to the
reader. I argue above that tumbling and acrobatics existed both as athletics and mousike,
crossing the boundary between the two. Acrobatics, therefore, may have been practiced
perhaps even as a general form o f dance in the Greek education system, taught at the
palaestra. But only men were permitted to enter the palaestra grounds to receive their
education and training. A Greek dramatic chorus was, so far as we know, entirely male,
and for the participants to obtain some acrobatic skill by training in the palaestra would
certainly not be inconceivable. Surviving evidence, however, quite often depicts women
as acrobats. Evidently, acrobatics could be learned outside the palaestra. If women could
acquire the skill, would men not be able to learn elsewhere as well? Common sense, of
course, tells us that they could. But the setting and nature o f the palaestra would only
facilitate the acquisition o f tumbling skills, as it is a place where they could be taught
more naturally than anywhere else. This was the meeting point for the teaching of
athletics and culture, where sport and sophistication were learned together by young men.
It is no great step to imagine a youth combining what he has learned o f both athletics and
mousike to perform acrobatic actions that emphasize both. We should not assume that
acrobatics was too vulgar or low for the typically elite clientele o f the palaestra.
Although many vases depict women, naked or partially so, performing in a way that
would be unfit for upper-class men, these are usually entertainers at symposia, such as
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represented in Xenophon. This contortionist style is not the only form that acrobatics
could take, however, and several literary and artistic sources depict men performing
acrobatics.

While it would certainly be inappropriate for a man to be the provider o f

this kind o f symposia entertainment,

this would not hold true for tumbling and

acrobatics in the context o f choral dance, and it is often to choral dance that the
references to male acrobatics allude. Indeed, to dance in a chorus was considered an
honour. We may conclude, therefore, that although acrobatics could be, and in fact was,
learned outside the palaestra setting, the men who performed in choruses may have
improved their skills here.
It is important to remember that training for a chorus did not necessarily mean
that one was training for dramatic purposes, for there were a great many festivals at
which choruses performed, particularly in Athens.22324 ‘Choral dance’ was not equivalent to
‘dramatic choral dance’. One o f the most common dances for these festivals was the
pyrrhic, the quintessential Greek weapon dance. Plato describes it as being imitative of
battle, recreating the blows o f weapons, the dodges and ducks o f defenders, and the
footwork o f combatants (PI. Lg. 815a). Although it seems extraordinary to execute any
form o f tumbling while in armour, literary and artistic evidence suggests that this type of
display was indeed exhibited in pyrrhic dance. The Byzantine grammarian Stephanus,
writing on Aristotle’s Rhetoric, explicitly states that the pyrrhic dance could involve

22 See especially Deonna 1953, 39-42. There are, in fact, more examples o f female rather than male
acrobats on extant pottery. Prudhommeau, 187, after acknowledging that this could simply be a quirk o f
transmission, suggests that there were simply more female acrobats than males, similar to today. Just as is
the case today, however, we must not discount the role o f male tumblers and assume an exclusively female
activity.
23 For example, Herodotus (6.129) records the tale o f a symposiast who disgraced him self by engaging in
an acrobatic display more befitting a professional entertainer.
24 Wilson 2000, passim.
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acrobatics: jruppixn f| evonTaoi;, rj xpcovrai oi axpaxidixai Kaxä ^icprav Kai jxsxa ^upcov

Kußiaxwvxsq (Stephanus InArtem Rhetorica Commentaria 3.81 Arist. 1408b36: the
martial pyrriche, in which soldiers dance over swords and tumble with swords).

We see

in this testimony that acrobatics had a definite place in choral dance.
A possible artistic example o f tumbling in pyrrhic dance comes from a blackfigure cup o f the Martin von Wagner Museum o f the University o f Würzburg, depicting
two men wearing helmets and holding shields while executing back flips.

Their legs are

bent above them, perhaps to lend greater momentum to the jump. They are upside down
and completely airborne; neither is supported by his hands. This pose is rare in depictions
o f Greek acrobatics, where one usually finds at least one limb on the ground, and it
allows us to see the violence and skill in the movement. The acrobatic leaps are made all
the more extraordinary by the presence o f shields and helmets, which would make such
manoeuvres quite difficult to perform.

This cup is reminiscent o f the scene in Book

Sixteen o f the Iliad, 745-50, when Cebriones, falling in death from his chariot and being
mocked by Patroclus, performs some sort o f ‘tumble’. The execution o f this type of
manoeuvre is quite fitting for acrobats performing in a pyrrhic dance, recreating the
movements o f battle. One may infer from Homer’s text that Cebriones does a forward
flip, or at least falls forward, while the positioning o f the legs o f the acrobats on the
Würzburg cup clearly indicates that they are doing back flips. Both would be entirely
possible for pyrrhic dancers. The pottery is also reminiscent o f feats like those of the
Mysian dancer in Xenophon’s Anabasis (Xen. An. 6.1.9). This impressive performer2567

25 Written ca. A.D. 1150, but no less significant for the late date. See Bierl, 213.
26 Fig. 50 a-b in Deonna 1953. See also E. Langlotz, (1932) Martin von Wagner-Museum der Universität
Wiirzburg, Griechische Vasen. M unich:, pi. 113, n. 428, as cited by Deonna.
27 Pyrrhic depictions on vases often show the participants naked apart from shield and helmets, as here. See
Larmour, 22-3.
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dances with a shield in either hand, first pretending to be fighting enemies while he
moves, then sbivsiro Kai s^sicupiara e%rov xa<; TtsA-rac;, roars ovjnv KaXfjv cpaivsaOat (Xen
An. 6.1.9: he spun and tumbled backwards, holding the shields, so as to appear a
beautiful sight). The verb SKKuPtararo is generally used to describe backward motion,
whether tucks or layouts, as denoted by the preposition ek. This would match the
actions o f the acrobats on the vase, who are executing back flips. It is not unusual for
vase paintings to show only a few dancers instead o f an entire chorus, representative of
the performance as a whole. It is thus quite possible that the scene on the cup is indeed
one o f pyrrhic dancing, making it another instance o f acrobatics being utilized in choral
performance.2829
Acrobatics could presumably also occur in loose re-enactments o f epic scenes,
perhaps also incorporated into pyrrhic dance. Live performances o f Homer’s text
undoubtedly took place through antiquity, at which dancers would accompany the oral
presentation.30 For the wedding feasts o f Menelaus’ children (Od. 4.17-9) and the
description o f the shield o f Achilles (II. 18.603-6) in particular, acrobatics would
certainly be incorporated. They are included in the text and would therefore also be
included in reproductive performances. The lines o f the latter are particularly interesting,
for although the former also contains two tumblers, only here do they perform in the
midst of choral dance. That they are indeed a chorus is indicated not only by the explicit
use o f the word xppoq, but also by the style o f movement: the youths and maidens dance
with their wrists touching one another, probably in a circle (II. 18.593-4). The acrobats

28 Prudhommeau, 185-90.
29 Deonna 1953,41 does not link the vase with pyrrhic dance, but interprets it as merely a general kind o f
performance for an audience.
30 Revermann 1998, 37.
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are not truly part o f the dance but rather are solo performers, almost professionals. It has
been argued by W. E. D. Downes that the word Ki)|3icrrr|Tiip, ‘acrobat’, is being used in a
“general sense” here and means simply a professional dancer who is skilled in
tumbling.3132He contrasts this use o f Kufhcrrr|Tiip to the word’s role in II. 16.754-50, when
it has distinct connotations o f diving.

This is at odds with the belief o f G.

Prudhommeau, who states that the word began with the particular sense of a plunge, and
only became more generalized in time.

Whatever the word’s beginnings, the varied use

o f it in Homer indicates that it most simply means a headlong movement, this being
applied both in the case o f diving and o f acrobatics.34
Partly on the basis o f the tumblers’ professional performance in this passage, J.
W. Fitton has claimed that the word xopôç should not be used when speaking of
tumbling, but rather one should speak o f their dance as ôpxpaiç. Xopôç, he says, indicates
“the dance o f the group as opposed to the individual, the formation dance as opposed to
the improvised”.35 But tumblers certainly do not need to perform individually, nor are
their actions necessarily improvisation. Indeed, the lack o f a routine would invite much
risk o f injury and poor quality o f performance. If anything, tumblers would require more
training and preparation than other dancers. Quite in contrast to Fitton, W. Deonna states
that “le plus souvent, cet exercice [acrobatie] n’est pas exécuté indépendamment, mais est

31 Downes, 147.
32 Ibid., 147.
33 Prudhommeau, 280.
34 Our modem use o f the word tumbling brings with it the same multi-layered sense, for it can refer both to
gymnastic activity and a stumble, fall, or dive.
Fitton, 258.

une des figures de la danse”. It was certainly possible for individuals to dance
acrobatically, as entertainers at symposia for instance, but in this passage o f the Iliad the
close relationship o f the tumblers with the chorus cannot be ignored. They are as much
part o f the dance as any present, perhaps even more so, for they are said to be the leaders
o f it.363738
The nature o f the tumblers’ actions is difficult to determine. G. Prudhommeau
sees a link between the movements o f the performers here and the Mysian dancer o f the
Anabasis, for the verb Sivcuw is repeated in both scenarios.

Although this translates as

‘whirling’, or something close to it, it is hypothesized on the basis o f the verb’s repetition
that the Homeric tumblers are also executing back flips, like the Mysian. This is an
interesting theory, but unfortunately there is little reason to have faith in it. If the verb
¿KKuPioxaco had been repeated, we would be able to say almost certainly that back flips
were performed by the tumblers o f the Iliad. But we are only told that they whirl, a word
far too ambiguous to signify any particular meaning. The Homeric tumblers most likely
did perform back flips in their dancing, but combined with various other acrobatic
movements: cartwheels, handsprings, round-offs, walkovers, etc. With so many
possibilities we are unable to specify exactly what type o f movements were performed,
and can say little more than that they were acrobatic. Nevertheless, we possess in the
Homeric example another instance o f acrobatics combined with choral dance.

36 Deonna 1953, 80. Prudhommeau, 185 would agree with Fitton, who says that acrobatics was most often
done by professional dancers as entertainment at symposia. It is hoped that the evidence presented herein,
thus far and to come, will cause the reader to question this statement.
37 There is some debate whether or not the tumblers are in fact the leaders o f the dance, hinging on the
discrepancy between e^dpxovTsq and ¿^apxovxoq. Both are entirely possible scenarios. See further Lawler
1964b, 5 n.16, Revermann 1998, passim, and Postlethwaite, passim.
38 Prudhommeau, 281.
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I have briefly discussed the relationship o f acrobatics and dance in the context of
symposia and festivals, and have moved from this to an overview o f the presence of
tumbling in choral dance. The next step is to explore the application o f acrobatics in
dramatic choral dance, in order to finally examine the possibility o f its use in Frogs. The
-3Q

comic chorus has been said to be “fairly close to the chorus o f satyr play” , and thus it
seems fitting to begin with a vase painting o f satyrs performing acrobatics, revelling in
what has been termed a “charakteristischen Proben” o f the “Thema des tanzenden satyrs
unerschöpflich”.3940 While we must beware o f the typical caveat when dealing with vase
painting, namely, that we are not viewing a snapshot o f real life, there is still much we
may discern.
This fine example o f acrobatic activity is found on a red-figure psykter by the
Douris painter, ca. 500-450 B.C.41 It features eleven satyrs engaging in the joys of
revelry: some are drinking wine, others pouring it, and still others are performing
energetic movements, one actually doing a handstand. The central figure is the only semiclothed satyr, wearing a striped garment over his shoulder and carrying a staff. He is
probably meant to be dressed as Hermes, with Thracian boots, a travelling hat, and a
herald’s staff.42 Despite the beautiful symmetry o f the scenes on either side o f him, I will
concentrate on the acrobatic performances. As mentioned, one o f the satyrs is doing a
handstand o f sorts over a kylix, though he is not balanced entirely on his hands but rather
on his left forearm, extended slightly in front o f him, and his right hand, projected behind
him. His knees are bent, the lower legs dangling in front o f his body, and his head is

39 Bierl, 82.
40 Weege, 93.
41 London E768; Prudhommeau, no. 472.
42 Osborne, 91.
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facing downward in order to drink from the kylix which stands in front o f him.43 The pose
is comparable to the ‘trick’ drinking that is being done by the other revellers. To balance
either oneself or one’s cup in various positions is a typical sympotic challenge.44
Near this satyr is a pair o f his fellows, both o f whom are presumably preparing to
mimic his feat. The one nearer to him is balanced on his left leg, with his right extended
in front o f him, toes pointed and poised over a drinking vessel. Both arms are extended
behind the body, as if being swung. His eyes are directed towards the satyr in front of
him, suggesting that he is carefully watching the movement o f his comrade. This satyr
may not, in fact, be preparing to do a handstand, but could be running, jumping, or
dipping his toes in the cup as if to test the temperature o f the wine before ‘diving’ in. The
positioning o f his arms could fit any o f these scenarios. The static nature o f vase painting
does not allow us to discern whether they are being swung with momentum in a vigorous
tumbling run or in preparation o f a handstand, or even without any momentum
whatsoever, as if poised delicately before the dive into the wine.45 The satyr at whom his
gaze is directed likewise appears to be preparing a handstand, and although he is farther
along in his movements, he has not yet achieved this goal. His left leg is braced in front
o f him, while the right is bent at the knee and drawn behind his back, as if the heel is
touching the buttocks. His upper body is arched and leaning toward the ground, with both
arms extended and reaching forward, clearly meant for contact with the earth. Directly in
front o f him stands the same drinking vessel over which hovers the foot o f the previously
mentioned satyr, and at which the stare o f our current subject is focused. Not only is the

43 It would be difficult but not impossible to drink from this position.
44 Lada-Richards 148 and Deonna 1959, passim.
45 Deonna 1959, 17 believes the satyr to be preparing a handstand.
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position o f his limbs quite plausible for how a handstand would normally be approached,
but the presence o f another satyr performing the completed action strongly indicates that
the former is striving for this same pose, probably planning to drink from this position as
well. Written above the acrobatic satyrs are the inscriptions APILTAFOPAS KAAOE
and A O PE ETPAOEEN.46
There are numerous interpretations o f this vase. As a whole, it certainly reflects
the tendency o f satyrs towards the liberal consumption o f alcohol and the revelry and
activities associated with this. R. Osborne sees the scene as implicitly sexual, noting that
some satyrs have erect penises,4748and F. Weege interprets the movements of the satyrs as
part o f a dance, instead o f mere acrobatic tricks.

However, the most creative reading

comes from Prudhommeau, who views the vase as entirely acrobatic.49 While such an
interpretation would seem quite useful for my purposes, a brief digression must be made
to point out the errors in her approach. Since this is, to my knowledge, the only account
that examines the vase from a predominantly acrobatic perspective, it is important that it
be very carefully considered.
Prudhommeau believes that the entire scene depicts a tumbling run which begins
with a “roue” (‘cartwheel’) and continues into a “culbute” (‘somersault’, here to be taken
as ‘walkover’50), with step-by-step representations o f the motions required.51 It is in this

46 “Aristagoras is kalos”, and “Doris drew it”. If this placement o f the inscription was purposefully done,
could it mean that Aristagoras was a skilled acrobat? It is impossible to determine, but remains an
interesting possibility. Buitron-Oliver, 42 suggests that the inscription is placed over the acrobat because
Douris was particularly proud o f drawing this difficult pose.
47 Osborne, 91.
48 W eege, 93-4.
49 Prudhommeau, 187-8.
50 A walkover is a relatively simple gymnastic manoeuvre. The hands are projected in front o f the body and
placed on the ground, while the legs are kicked up from behind. In this way it is similar to a handstand, for
the body remains straight and does not twist to the side, as in a cartwheel. The legs come over the top o f the
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conviction that she errs most, for she arranges the figures into a reconstructed sequence of
events that disregards the context o f the vase. All wine vessels and references to drinking
are removed in her reconstruction, and the satyrs are rearranged from their original
positions, some even shown in a mirror image, and placed in a line so that Prudhommeau
may place them in “l’ordre logique”. To begin with, to remove all context of wine and
drinking from this vase is to radically change its nature and message. We must consider
everything that the painter has provided to us; we must not remove half o f his work.
Furthermore, the very reconstruction which Prudhommeau makes does not hold true. The
forms o f the satyrs, even placed in such a way, do not reflect the actual body movements
o f an acrobat who performs a cartwheel-to-walkover. A few o f the positions, if observed
individually, might be possible for a tumbling run but others are, by their very nature,
impossible. The handstand in particular is no more than a handstand, and cannot be part
o f a tumbling sequence. For the left forearm to be laid flat in a tumbling run is absurd, as
this would almost certainly result in a broken limb. Moreover, many o f the satyrs hold the
poses that they do for purposes o f trick drinking; the satyr who balances a cup on his
erect penis is not recovering from poor balance in his walkover, as Prudhommeau would
have us believe515253, but is merely impressing his fellows. One wonders why, if this was
indeed a step-by-step acrobatic sequence, a lone satyr would have an erect penis after
possessing a flaccid one, changing so suddenly in the midst o f his run. The inclusion o f
wine vessels makes it obvious that we must not interpret the vase with regard to
acrobatics alone, but that we should challenge the following claim o f Prudhommeau, her

body in succession, and land on the ground in succession as well, to give the appearance o f a windmill. The
hands leave the ground as the first foot is planted, and the back is arched so that one’s footing is regained.
51 Prudhommeau, 187.
52 Prudhommeau, 187.
53 Ibid., 188.
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final words on the subject: “cette décomposition est extrêmement précise et détaillée, elle
nous restitue très clairement un mouvement acrobatique assez difficile.”54
Regardless o f one’s interpretation, this psykter by Douris clearly shows acrobatics
in a Dionysiac setting. Not only are satyrs the participants in the action, but they are
almost entirely focused on the consumption o f wine, typical o f satyrs and their god. One
should note again the connection between acrobatics and drinking, as we observed in
Xenophon’s Symposium. To enjoy drink and dance could sometimes result in impromptu
acrobatics; the antics recorded in Herodotus 6.129 come to mind.55 This sympotic revelry,
typically Dionysian, could very easily be transferred to the theatre, another o f the god’s
domains. It is not difficult to imagine dancers in satyr plays performing with the same
acrobatic flair that their mythical counterparts exhibit here. Indeed, the vase plainly
shows a perception o f satyrs as revellers and masters o f ‘horseplay’, traits which could be
reflected in their dramatic representation as well. For satyr plays to feature acrobatics
would be expected, for it is a central aspect o f their behaviour. It has even been noted that
the central Hermes figure in the Douris vase is depicted “as if in theatrical costume”,5657
which seems to indicate that there is some connection to be made here between the
c<7

revelry o f the satyrs and their dramatic performances.

t

In fact, Hermes sometimes was

the leader o f a satyr chorus in their plays,58 which may partly explain his presence here.
Various texts, vases and even figurines attribute acrobatics to satyrs, from the Douris

54 Ibid.,188.
55 See above, note 23.
56 Osborne, 91.
571 disagree with Carpenter, 50, who complains that “it has long been assumed that this scene is connected
with satyr play, but this assumption is neither necessary nor helpful”. Quite on the contrary, I believe this
connection is indeed both “necessary and helpful”.
58 Buitron-Oliver, 22 n. 151.
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painter to Nonnus o f Panoplis, writing ca. A.D. 500.59 It is this strong connection
between satyrs and acrobatics which, according to Prudhommeau, “montrerait qu’ils
[acrobatie] avaient place dans la danse théâtrale”.60 No doubt basing her views on this
same connection, L. Lawler hypothesizes that acrobatics was not only a part o f the
sikinnis, the standard dance o f satyr play, but was common in it.61 There should be no
surprise at the idea o f acrobatics in satyr play, for the god o f these creatures is Dionysus,
the deity o f dance, wine, and theatre. Acrobatics and satyrs are both associated with the
first two o f this god’s domains, dance and wine, and this perception is easily carried over
into theatre as well.
The dance o f satyr play, although similar to comedy, was nevertheless quite
different.62 The stereotypical dance o f comedy, the kordax, featured a particularly lewd
style o f movement, characterized by vulgar motions and sexual innuendo, featuring
gyration o f the hips, thrusts, and similarly provocative actions - in short, all o f the
elements one would expect o f Attic comedy.63 Despite this, it has been suggested that the
kordax may not have been employed by Aristophanes at all, for although the playwright
mentions it in Clouds, he disdains its use.64 Such a dance does not seem best suited to the
performance o f the frog chorus, regardless o f whether or not it was used elsewhere by

59 For examples in the Dionysiaca o f Nonnus see 40.241 and 10.148. See also Deonna 1953 , passim for
acrobatic satyrs.
60 Prudhommeau, 185.
61 Lawler 1964b, 108. Although Lucian records that some elements o f the sikinnis could be included in
comedy (Salt. 26), it is impossible to determine whether this was one o f the aspects to which he referred.
62 The typical dance o f tragedy was the emmelia, that o f comedy the kordax, and o f satyr play, as
mentioned, the sikinnis. These do not appear to have taken place in every drama o f their respective types,
but could be substituted with various other options, and changed or augmented with different movements.
See Lawler 1964b, passim and Ath. 629a-63 le and Poll. 4.99.
63 Lawler 1964b, 69-78.
64 Ar. Nu. 540: ou5e K6p8ay' eiXicuoev (he did not draw on the kordax). See Lever, 95. We should be wary
o f this as evidence, however, as it is difficult to tell whether or not Aristophanes is being ironic in this
situation
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Aristophanes. There is nothing in the text to suggest that the frogs move sexually, nor
would it be in accordance with their nature. They are frogs after all, and would most
appropriately dance imitatively, following the theriomorphic tradition. Animal choruses
do not generally perform the kordax at all, and are one o f the major exceptions to the
stereotype o f comic dance.65
Atheneaus links another dance style with comedy, however: the hyporchematic,
which, he says, is similar to the kordax in that “both are playful/sportive” (Ath.
14.630e).6667This style o f dance is characterized by its imitation o f reality in both words
and movement,

making it a perfect fit for the animal chorus o f Frogs. Hyporchematic

dances sometimes did appear in drama, and therefore we may consider its application
here.68 It truly does seem that it is the hyporcheme which the chorus o f our play performs.
Not only is it mimetic (see further Chapter 3) and appropriate to comedy, but it was
usually introduced suddenly,69 a requirement for the fairly abrupt entrance o f the lfog
chorus. With regard to the hypothesis that some chorus members exhibited acrobatic
movements as part o f their performance, one need look no further than Lawler’s analysis
o f the hyporcheme to see that this too would be possible. “At times,” she says, “it made
use o f two choral groups, one o f which sang and used dance gestures or simple
movements, while at the same time another group o f dancers performed spiritedly

65 Lawler 1964b, 86-8. It is thought that the origins o f the animal chorus in Greek comedy stem from a
ritual in which a chorus would sing and dance while praising the divine, mimicking the actions o f a
particular animal while doing so. See further Bierl, passim, and Sifakis, passim.
66 3iaiyvvd)8eig 5’ eiaiv dpxpoTcpai. (Ath. 14.630e)
67 Ath. 1.15e: Kai ¿anv f) roiaurp opypan; pippou; nuv imo tfj<; ke^eax; spppveoopfvaw 7tpaypdxcov (this
dance [the hyporchemey is the imitation o f the things expressed by the lyrics). See also Lawler 1951, 65.
68 Garrod, 133 cites Schol. Soph. Phil. 391 and Schol. Eur. El. 885 as examples o f hyporchemes in tragedy,
and suggests Pratinas ff. 139 as an instance o f this dance in satyr play.
69 Lawler 1964b, 90.
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without singing”. The implications for the Frogs are obvious: in a standard and
recognized separation o f participants, the words o f some chorus members could be
punctuated by the acrobatic manoeuvres o f others.
In fact, the hyporchematic style was even understood by the Greeks themselves to
be a form o f dance which could include tumbling and acrobatics. Athenaeus records the
following (Ath. 5.181b):

rote; pev ouv Kpricriv ij xe opxnou; smxd>pio<; Kai to KuPtaxav. 5io (pt|at
7tpo<; xov Kpfjxa Mt|piovr|v
Mripiovn, xaya kev ae Kai 6pxn<rcf|v 7tep sovxa
bfyoc, epbv Kax87tanoe 8tap7tsps<;, si a' s(3aX,ov 7tsp.

60sv Kai KprjTiKd Kalouai xa imopxf|paxa
Dancing and tumbling are both native to the Cretans. For this reason
he says to the Cretan Meriones, “Meriones, even i f you were a dancer
my spear would have pu t an end to you, i f I had hit you. ” For this
reason, they call [some] hyporchematic dances Cretan.

After stating that both dancing and tumbling are native to Crete he links the evasive
actions o f Meriones in the Iliad (16.617-8) with this, as if to say that it is tumbling which
characterizes his skill. Tumbling, then, is the underlying context to the concluding line:
“for this reason, they call [some] hyporchematic dances Cretan”. That is to say, versions
o f the hyporcheme that contain acrobatics and tumbling are given the classification
‘Cretan’. Athenaeus is thus explicitly linking the activity o f tumbling with this style of
dance. Studies on the history o f Greek dance have shown that early Cretan dances were
often the foundation for those on mainland Greece, having been transported here during70

70 Ibid., 30. For evidence o f this reconstruction o f the dance see Lucian De. Salt. 16, 29, 30, Callimachus

Hymn. Del. 304-5, and Heliodorus 3.2.1-3.
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the rise o f Mycenae.

71

The hyporchematic style itself was thought to have originated from

Crete, as was the sikinnis o f satyr play.

There are too many links here to be ignored: 1)

The Cretans were believed to be the inventors o f both the hyporcheme and o f tumbling,
respectively.

2) Tumbling in dance is explicitly associated with the hyporchematic style

by Athenaeus. 3) The fundamentals o f the hyporcheme as a form o f dance meet the
requirements o f the frog chorus perfectly. The strong potential for the use o f acrobatics
by the frogs in a hyporchematic choral dance becomes all the more evident.
One o f the most decisive pieces o f evidence for the presence o f acrobatics in
dramatic choral dance comes from Julius Pollux. Pollux was a professor o f rhetoric in
Athens in the second century A.D., known to us now for his composition of
Onomasticon, a lexicon compiled mostly from older sources.717237475O f dance he lists many
features, including the following on drama: teal pf)v xpayucfjg opxnaerog axqpaxa . . .
Oeppauaxpit;, KupiaxqaK;, 7tapa(3fjvai xsxapa. (Poll. 4.105: and here are the schemata o f
tragic dance: ... tongs, tumbling, and crossing the four). This is part o f a longer list of
schemata, ‘dance moves’, many more o f which can be found in Athenaeus as well.

nc

These lists contain an astonishing array o f names and terms, and although it is impossible
to say for certain what most o f them looked like, some may be guessed at. For example,
while one might surmise that “hand down flat”, x^ip Kaxa7cprivf|(; (Ath. 14.630a), involves

71 Lawler 1964a, 41.
72For evidence o f the sikinnis as Cretan see Athenaeus 14.630b. The hyporcheme is linked with Crete by
Ps.-Plutarch, De Musica 9 and by Sosibius ap. Schol. Pind. Pyth. 2.127. See also Lawler 1964a, 38 and 101,
as well as Lawler 1951, 65. Eustathius, in his commentary on the Iliad , 4.269.6, states that the tumbling
dance o f II 18.605 is hyporchematic.
73 For numerous connections between Crete and tumbling see Deonna 1953, 69-76.
74 Csapo and Slater, 393.
75 Plutarch defines schemata as the poses that movements end in, and not the actual motions that are used in
the dance. Instead, he calls these phorai (Plut. Quaes. Com. 9.15.2). However, when speaking o f ancient
dance scholarly convention holds to follow the terminology o f Athenaeus and Pollux, and to consider the
schemata as ‘dance m oves’.
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placing the hand directly on the ground, it is less easy to guess what “crossing the four”
(Poll. 4.105) consists of. The categorization o f Kupiarncnc;, ‘tumbling’, as one o f these
movements is made all the more remarkable by Pollux’s addition o f the adjective
xpayuoi, ‘tragic’. According to L. Lawler, the sense o f the word conveyed by the text
indicates that we should not translate this simply as ‘tragic’, but as ‘dramatic’. This is
probably a correct assumption, as Pollux goes on to mention Aristophanes without
anything to signify a switch in topic to comedy. Therefore the schemata which are listed
could have occurred in any or all o f tragedy, comedy and satyr play. Pollux goes on to
say that appropriate to these dance moves are terms like choregos, chorus, choregia, etc
(Poll. 4.105). Acrobatics is thus considered by the author in the very midst o f Greek
dramatic choral dance. It is not deemed to be the “dance o f the individual”, as Fitton
classified it,

nor to pertain merely to symposia,

choral dance as any other schema.

but to be as much a part of dramatic

70

From a non-dramatic chorus to a dramatic one, we have observed clear
applications o f acrobatics in dance. Tumbling may have been exploited in pyrrhic
dancing and in satyr play, it was certainly performed in the hyporcheme, the probable
dance style o f the frog chorus, and is also enumerated by Pollux as one o f the schemata
used in drama. However, I have yet to link acrobatics specifically with Aristophanic
comedy. Let us begin with an example which, while it does not incorporate acrobatics7689

76 Lawler 1964b, 82.
77 Fitton, 258.
78 As W eege, 119-20, among others, considered it.
79 The late time o f publication for Pollux (the 2nd century A.D.) need not be taken as an argument against
his validity as evidence in this case. Although there are many instances where, according to Csapo and
Slater, 393, Pollux “could be, and often is, wrong”, there is no reason to doubt his authority here. The
information he provides on Hellenistic theatre production is lauded as often being correct and useful (ibid.,
393), lending credence to his reports on Classical practices.
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itself, provides a parallel instance o f vigorous and spectacular dancing. Not only will an
analysis o f this similar style allow us to better locate acrobatics in an Aristophanic
context, but it will offer an important foundation for the even more energetic actions of
the frog chorus.
The example in question is the finale of Wasps. At line 1474 o f this play we are
informed that Philocleon is drunk and performing the old dances o f Thespis, the early
tragic poet, and is bragging that he will out-perform any new tragic dancers as well.
Philocleon himself comes onstage shortly after and executes some impressive, and
perhaps comic, manoeuvres, including kicking his leg to the sky (1491). From line 1500
onward he engages in a dance competition with the sons o f Carcinus, a famous tragic
dancer, and eventually with Carcinus himself. The chorus gives them room in the
orchestra and instructs them on how to dance, ordering them to twist and turn, to kick
their legs high, to slap their bellies, and to spin around (1520-34). Finally they make the
claim that no one before has ended a drama with a dancing chorus (1536-7).

80

The vigour o f the dance is immediately obvious to the reader. The nature o f it, on
A1

the other hand, despite the directions o f the chorus,

is scarcely agreed upon by scholars.

J. Vaio, having noted the presence o f alcohol and drunkenness, believes it to be a
mockery o f sympotic dance.808182 The consumption o f wine would then be to blame for the
spirited festivities, a scenario not unlike that which can lead to acrobatics. A similar
80 Lawler 1964b, 69 suggests that the word ‘no one’, ‘ouSeI^’ refers not to playwrights, but to actors.
Philocleon would be the first who danced in front o f the chorus as they proceeded along the parodos and
out o f the theatre.
81 Vaio, 344 n.45 cites D.M. Macdowell (Aristophanes: Wasps. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), who
claims that the dance moves which the chorus call out should not be assumed to be closely mimicked or
performed by the sons o f Carcinus. Vaio rightly argues against this, and states that “it is far more
reasonable to suppose.. .that the chorus’ directions . . . reflect the choreography” (ibid., 345 n.45). He is
entirely correct, for the movements would be absurdly commanded if they were not also performed.
82 Vaio, passim, especially 337.
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theory is postulated by E. Roos, who suggests that the finale features an obscene dance o f
courtesans, meant to parody the fall o f tragedy.

T. MacCary and L. Lawler disagree, the

former claiming it is a mixture o f comic and tragic dance,

the latter that it is simply a

form o f the kordax with some elements o f tragic dance exaggerated and parodied.

Of

Clearly, the energy and motion exhibited in this scene are parallel to the hypothesis o f an
acrobatic frog chorus. Even the use o f specialty dancers could be mimicked in Frogs,
where professional tumblers could be employed if necessary.

The spinning, jumping

and kicking o f the performers in Wasps conveys a violence which verges on the
acrobatic. It may be inferred that Aristophanic comedy could, and, we have now seen, did
employ highly athletic dances.83845687
The innovative quality o f this scene has already been noted: it is said to be the
first time a drama has concluded with the chorus dancing their way offstage. (1536-7).
Aristophanes no doubt wished to conclude his play with spectacle and innovation, hoping
to win over his judges and audience; all other matters, no matter how important, were
second to achieving victory. It is perhaps this spectacle o f dancing that prompted the
comedian to seek a didaskalos, ‘producer’, to aid in production. He chose Philonides, the
hypothesis to Wasps informs us, the same man who produced Frogs. However, the
hypothesis also presents us with a thorny issue, for it goes on to state that Philonides won

83Lawler 1964a, 135 and MacCary, 142 cite Roos, E. (1951) Die tragische Orchestik im Zerrbild der

altattischen Komodie. Lund: 201-2.
84 MacCary, 144.
85 Lawler 1964b, 58.
86 Vaio, 350 n.69 makes a strong case for the argument that the sons o f Carcinus wore crab costumes while
they danced. If he is correct, we may infer that costumes were not necessarily a problem for such skilled
dancers. There is therefore no reason to suspect that the acrobatic members o f the chorus in Frogs would
find their costumes a hindrance.
87 Lawler 1951, 68 notes that the choral dance o f Ecclesiazusae is nearly acrobatic as well, and likens it to

Wasps.
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first prize in this same competition for Proagon. To make matters more complicated, all
DO

other ancient sources cite Aristophanes as the author o f Proagon.

Both men are

therefore associated with both plays, making it virtually impossible to know for certain
who produced which one. It has been conjectured that Aristophanes wrote both plays for
the same festival, produced Wasps himself, and had Philonides produce Proagon.

80

Unfortunately, this does not answer why the name o f the latter is attached to Wasps as
well. Although this could be a simple error, with so little evidence one way or another we
cannot assume it to be so. Philonides must be considered seriously as the didaskalos o f
Wasps. Perhaps he was particularly skilled in choreography and dancing, and so was
chosen with the finale in mind. This may likewise be the reason for his selection as
producer o f Frogs, where, it is argued, spirited and acrobatic dance took place.
Regardless o f his role, we know that vigorous dancing occurred in Wasps and for this
reason alone we may compare it to the proposed nature o f the frog chorus. If Philonides
was indeed the producer o f both it simply lends all the more credit to a comparison.
The dancing o f Wasps reveals a quality o f spectacle that is quite at home in
Aristophanic comedy, regardless o f its classification by Aristotle as one of the less
important aspects o f drama (Arist. Poet. 1450b 16-20).88990 As has been said, the main goal
o f the playwright was victory. For comedies, in particular, to impress the audience and
judges with fantastic sights was not only beneficial, but likely also expected to some

88 Storey, 284-5.
89 Ibid., 284-5.
90 Revermann 2006, 12-5 argues well that spectacle was indeed an important aspect o f comedy. He points
out that one must realize before all else that Aristotle is referring to tragedy when he makes his statement,
not comedy. Secondly, the philosopher was writing from the perspective o f one who had greater experience
in reading plays than watching them. This would have subconsciously affected his critique o f drama and
therefore, says Revermann, spectacle and music would seem less important.
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degree, for comedies were meant to be “fast, unpredictable, and ever-changing”.9192Dance
was one technique to achieve this goal, a strategy which could have easily incorporated
acrobatics. In fact, vase painting presents the strong probability that acrobatics did indeed
take place on the comic stage as a spectacular display. Among the so-called phlyax vases
o f southern Italy are two examples o f acrobats onstage. A brief description is necessary
before analysis.
Our first example is a Paestan red-figure skyphos, ca. 350 B.C., which features a
female performer executing a handstand on a potter’s wheel, while a man in comic garb
spins the wheel with a piece o f string, drawn faintly in white.

He wears the standard

padded buttocks and drooping phallus o f the phlyax actor, along with the typical mask
and wrinkled body suit. The woman, bare-chested, wears only a pair o f shorts and what
appear to be slippers, and is decorated with bracelets around her wrists and a necklace
between her breasts, as well as what may be a garland in her hair. One scholar observes
that the painter has been careful to show a woman, rather than a man dressed as a
woman.93 Her head is turned upwards towards the man at a very challenging angle,
difficult to perform from this position. Although she is executing a handstand, her legs
are not straight; rather, the knees are bent in the same manner as those o f the satyr from
the vase discussed above, with the legs coming back over the body, the left at a smaller
angle than the right, both dangling just over her head. Although less ‘correct’ in modem
gymnastics, to have the legs bent in this way is a perfectly valid pose for holding a

91 Ibid., 62.
92 Oxford 1945.43; Trendall 1967, no. 96.
93 Dearden 1995, 83.
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handstand, and is not uncommon in Greek art.94 The phlyax actor is looking upward at
the performer’s legs, as if this is the point o f interest in the scene. One might rather
expect his gaze to be directed at her hands, this being the direct point o f balance, or at the
string upon which he is meant to be pulling.95 This suggests that the acrobat may be
executing some type o f movement with her legs, perhaps alternating their position so that
first one is placed in front, and then the other. Evidently she is moving them in some
manner or other that will catch the eye as she spins on the potter’s wheel. The reverse of
the skyphos depicts Dionysus lounging on a chair, with a maenad next to him.
Clearly, this is not a portrayal o f acrobatics in choral performance. We observe a
lone professional whose feat is, by necessity, stationary. Although the potter’s wheel
spins, it will not be moved from its place on the floor. The acrobat is not dancing as part
o f a chorus, but more in the manner o f the contortionist-style entertainment which is
offered at symposia, as seen above in the Symposium o f Xenophon (7.2). The presence of
the potter’s wheel, conspicuous in both instances, only strengthens this perception.96
Perhaps the scene is o f a comedy with a sympotic setting. Regardless, the use of
acrobatics on the stage is made apparent by the generic comic costume and mask o f the
phlyax actor, as well as the representation o f Dionysus on the reverse o f the skyphos, all
o f which place this firmly in the tradition o f the phlyax vases.

94 See Deonna 1953, passim.
95 Trendall 1952, 34 suggests that the string is used to raise or lower the platform upon which the acrobat
performs. It is more likely, based on the parallels o f Xenophon’s Symposium (7.2) and Plato’s Euthydemus
(294e) that the platform is a potter’s wheel, and thus merely spins around. Trendall him self may have
realized this, for he later calls it a “turn-table” (1967, 58).
96 Dearden 1995, 82 posits that the connection between potters’ wheels and acrobats may go back as far as
Homer, for the two are mentioned in close proximity in the Iliad (18.599 and 18.603).
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A second phlyax vase, a calyx-krater from Lipari, also ca. 350 B.C., depicts a
similar scene.

On it a pale woman, naked apart from what look to be ankle bracelets,

performs a handstand on a table, with her legs bent in the same manner as the acrobat
described above. It is possible that she is not maintaining a handstand, but is instead
executing some type o f flip over the top o f the table, using it as a base for her hands
instead o f the ground. The pottery does not allow us to see movement, o f course, but her
legs are in a position that may support either scenario. The pose is similar to the bullleaping fresco o f Crete, which almost certainly implies a full flip instead o f a simple
handstand. We may discount this option for the prior vase, for there would be little
purpose in flipping over the wheel: more effect would be gained by balancing upon it.
With regard to the vase under scrutiny here, a static handstand does seem to be
preferable, for this is consistent with our previous example. Two men in traditional
phlyax costume watch the acrobat, one nonchalantly leaning away, the other hunched
over and staring very intently. Women, or rather men dressed up as women, look down
from the windows above. They have been carefully contrasted with the female performer,
for where she is drawn in white, as if this was her natural skin tone, they are clearly
meant to be wearing m akeup.9798 Sitting to the left o f the acrobat is Dionysus, who
attentively watches the performance. Pillars and stage curtains, along with the stage itself,
complete the scene. The opposite side o f the calyx-krater features a maenad and a silen.
Once again we are not dealing with choral performance, but instead see a
professional dancer on the comic stage. Nevertheless, the dramatic environment o f the
scene is clearly indicated by the vase, as it is on the first phlyax example above. Not only
97 Lipari 927; Trendall 1967, no. 80.
98 Dearden 1995, 83.
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do both include phlyax actors, whose generically drawn costumes are instant markers o f
setting, but particular aspects o f the second, most obviously the stage, emphasize the
painter’s intent to specify the context. Taplin’s observation that phlyax vases in general
“flaunt their theatricality” is indeed maintained by our exam ples." The presence o f
Dionysus on the vases serves as another theatrical indicator, as it is in his honour that the
plays are performed. Taplin has noted that when the god is illustrated on a vase the art
itself is probably not scene-specific to any particular play, but merely signifies drama in
general.99100 In the instance o f the Lipari vase, described immediately above, Taplin
acknowledges that if not for Dionysus’ curious presence, it would indeed seem to be a
specific play.1011023However, the clear designation o f theatrical elements, such as the stage
and curtains, along with the reactions o f the characters, seem too detailed to be a
generalization o f drama.

Perhaps the figure o f Dionysus is meant to be a character m

the play. Admittedly this is not the case for other phlyax vases which portray the deity,
and yet none are as apparently scene-specific as this. His costuming is certainly not
appropriate to a phlyax actor, and yet it is paralleled on other vases. The famous
‘Choregos Vase’ shows similar garb on Aigisthos, certainly a “non-comic” character, but
i r*-5

also clearly a prime figure in the action o f the comedy.

Given the unusually scene-

specific feel o f the Lipari vase, it is possible that Dionysus is not rendered as the god o f
theatre, but as the god in theatre.104 Taplin himself, feeling unsure of the vase, tentatively
suggests that it may have been a transitional work, bridging the gap between scene99 Taplin, 32.
100 Ibid., 30-4.
101 Ibid., 34.
102 Dearden 1995, passim also believes the vase to be scene-specific.
103 Taplin, 60.
104 Dionysus, therefore, would not have a role as a hilarious comic character, viz. Frogs. His costume
marks a more serious tone, if indeed he is in the play. Trendall 1967, 14 emphasizes the importance o f
Dionysus’ presence on this vase but does not hypothesize why this is so.

specific vases and general productions.105 If he is correct and this is merely a general
impression o f the theatre, or even a move towards generic depiction, the implications for
acrobatics are extremely interesting. It would follow that an acrobatic performance was
not so unique as to be indicative o f a single, particular play, but rather was a basic
representation o f theatre. That is to say, it was commonplace enough to be featured in
more than a single performance. This is unsurprising when one recalls the role of
acrobatics in choral dance, and Pollux’s explicit listing o f it as part o f drama.
C. W. Dearden’s engaging analysis o f the Lipari vase implies a similar
conclusion. Based on this piece o f pottery and the first phlyax vase described above, he
argues that professional female acrobats may have been utilized by Aristophanes to ply
their trade on stage, employed as professional dancers to add further spectacle to the
comedy in which they appear.106*While it is true that any symposia-style performances
would be better exhibited by women, Dearden errs in thinking that any other type of
acrobatics would simply be “male imitation o f the real thing”.

As has been stated, men

could and did perform tumbling and acrobatics; this was not male ‘imitation’, but male
participation. In truth, Dearden’s own argument leads one to believe that acrobatics was
performed by men on stage. He proposes that the old man who stands hunched over and
staring at the acrobat is, in fact, standing on the base o f a potter’s wheel. The actor is
watching in hopes o f learning the technique, for, it is argued, he is planning on trying it
himself later.108 While it is possible that he is staring at the woman’s breasts merely in the
interests of humour, Dearden’s idea also has merit. If he is correct we may presume that
105
106
107
108

Taplin, 34.
Dearden 1995 , passim.
Ibid., 86.
Dearden 1995, 83.
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the actor would offer his performance in the same play. One recalls the spectacle of
Philocleon in Wasps, another supposedly old man who is surprisingly spry. To deny the
audience a similar display in this case would, no doubt, be most unappreciated. In this
instance, then, we have not only a female acrobat on stage, but also an argument for a
male acrobat as well.
Among several others, Oliver Taplin, following the original proposal o f T. B. L.
Webster, has argued convincingly that the phlyax vases o f southern Italy do not depict
local comedy, but rather illustrate reproductions o f Attic drama in Magna Graecia.109
Aristophanes, o f course, was the Attic comedian extraordinaire, and many phlyax scenes
demonstrate his extant work. One must acknowledge the possibility that the two vases we
have observed here could, in fact, reflect his own plays. At the very least they portray
acrobatics in a comedic tradition o f which Aristophanes was fully part. It is highly
implausible that he would be unaware o f the potential use o f acrobatics in performance.
On the contrary, his own penchant for spectacle makes it likely that he himself used this
technique. Our surviving plays, especially Wasps and Ecclesiazusae, reveal a tradition of
vigorous dance into which acrobatics would comfortably fit.
The scholastic tradition suggests a further link between acrobatics and
Aristophanic comedy. In his commentary on Wealth, the scholiast John Tzetzes, living in
the mid-12th century, offers a curious observation o f utmost value for the study of
tumbling in drama. He writes in response to the following lines o f the comedy:

109

Taplin, passim. Webster 1948, passim.
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1035 XP. O ok, akXà KaTaaéarpta<;,
y' époi 8oicei<;.
TP. Aia 5aicroA.ioD (lèv ouv épé y’ àv 8ieÀ,icuaai<;.
XP. Ei xuyxavoi y' ó 8aKróA,io<; cov rr|X,ia.
Chremylus: No, but you are spoiling away, so it seems to me.
Old Woman: Yes indeed, you could pull me through a ring.
Chremylus: Yes, i f the ring was the hoop o f a corn sieve.

Tzetzes explains that the word rpH a should be taken here ‘the hoop o f a com sieve’, as I
have translated, although it normally means a solid board or table. He describes such a
hoop at length, and comments that it would certainly be a wondrous thing for an old
woman to be able to move through it. Even tumblers, he says, are barely able to do this:
eiq ov kukXov Kocndvoo kcù ysyupvaopévot OopéÀ,r|<; àv8ps<; KuPioxtixfipeq, cóq 8p<nvTéq xi
Oaopàaiov, póAic; Siépyovxai (E 1037: Into the circle o f a sieve which even male tumblers,
having been trained fo r the stage, as i f doing something marvellous, scarcely pass
through). Let us first note that Tzetzes specifically states that the tumblers are men,
avSpeq. As I have said several times above, it was not only women who participated in
acrobatics, but men as well. Secondly, and more importantly for the argument at hand,
these are men who have been specifically trained for dramatic performance, as
yeyupvaapévoi 9opéÀ,r|<; informs us. The verb yupvaipo implies that this training has
involved physical conditioning and practice, quite appropriate for tumblers. But it has all
been done for the sake o f presentation on the 0opéÀ,r|, the theatrical stage. These are
tumblers and acrobats who have been incorporated into drama and are performing in the
midst o f it. We may infer from Tzetzes’ connection o f such a performance with Wealth
that he felt it would not be inappropriate for tumblers to appear in Aristophanic comedy.
While it would be wondrous for the old woman to execute these manoeuvres, as if she
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were a tumbler, it would be possible for the tumblers themselves. In this scholion,
therefore, we not only have evidence that male tumblers appeared onstage in drama, but
we may also see the possibility o f their performance in Aristophanes’ plays.
Contemporary perception o f Aristophanes in Athens actually did connect
tumbling with the playwright. In Plato’s Symposium, Aristophanes describes the very
fantastic physical form o f early human beings, with four arms and four legs (PI. Sym.
189e-190a). Let us forgo any observations on the comedian’s view o f human nature, and
simply note the manner in which these creatures move. It is reported thus:

Kai orcoxe xaxi> oppijaeisv 0eiv, coajtep oi KuPiaT&vxe^ Kai eiq opGov xa
ctksTt) Ttspupepopsvoi Kupiaxtooi kokAg), okxg) xoxe ouai xov; psAsaiv
diispciSopevoi xayy ¿(pspovxo kokAg)”
And when they set out to run swiftly, ju st like tumblers carrying their
legs around to a straight position in an acrobatic circle, being
supported by the eight limbs they had at that time, they swiftly went in a
wheel.
PI. Sym. 190a. 6-8

While this is, o f course, Plato putting words in Aristophanes’ mouth, it still has much
relevance to the matter at hand. The styles and methods o f acrobats were obviously
known to Plato, and are meant to be a common simile for his readers to understand as
well. The cartwheel must also have been common, or else the rhetoric would be lost upon
the reader. This is in accordance with other textual and artistic references to cartwheels
and we may infer that tumblers and their actions were popular and well-known. The
multitude o f surviving evidence does not permit us to suppose otherwise. The fact that the
concept is linked with Aristophanes, for he is the one who gives voice to it, may reflect
the comedian’s familiarity with the subject: he claims to be speaking as a knowledgeable
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teacher (189d). The philosopher could be alluding to the fact that Aristophanes used
tumbling in his choruses, and therefore had the authority to speak o f it.
Throughout this chapter, an analysis o f acrobatics and its relationship with dance,
as well as its role within it, have been offered. It is an activity that took place at winethemed symposia, and at more official festivals. The strong physical aspects of acrobatics
reflect its role as inherently athletic and artistic, a combination which may have
facilitated its practice at palaestrae as a form o f dance. The connection between
acrobatics and choral dance is made apparent by its use as such in Homer, and perhaps
also in pyrrhic displays. Ancient vases reveal that this choral style could be applied to
drama as well, both in satyr play and comedy. When we consider Pollux’s listing of
Kuptorpaiq as one o f the schemata o f dramatic dance, as well as John Tzetzes’ mention o f
tumbling on the stage, it becomes no great leap to move forward from acrobats offering
individual displays to tumbling in dramatic choral performance. Aristophanes’
exploitation o f spectacular dancing, as seen in Wasps, could easily extend to include
acrobatics. The very real truth that acrobatics could have been showcased by an
Aristophanic chorus is emerging.
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Chapter Three: Tumbling Frogs
At last we are in a position to consider the choreography o f Aristophanes’ frogs. I
have argued in my first chapter for the likelihood o f their presence onstage, and have
demonstrated in the second the precedent o f tumbling and acrobatics in choral dance and
drama. In my third and final chapter I will combine these arguments in order to
investigate and defend the possibility o f an acrobatic performance by the frog chorus
specifically. This will be accomplished primarily by means o f a careful examination o f
the text o f the choral interlude. From almost their very first words, the chorus members
give hints o f their actions, and we are able to see indications o f self-reference in their
song. I will identify and analyze these indications as they occur, with particular emphasis
on how one might connect acrobatics with the text. By the end of the frogs’ relatively
short appearance in this comedy, we will see that the text conveys a strong impression of
acrobatics and tumbling in their dance.
A second important textual clue about the choreography o f the frog chorus, aside
from self-referential indications, is the meter o f the song. It is likely that when a poet or
dramatist first conceived o f and composed his choral odes they were written not purely
on the basis o f text and language, but with dancing also in mind.1 The meter o f the text
should reflect the choreography o f the dance. There is, however, much to be wary o f here,
for although metrical analyses can be extremely useful in many respects, it is difficult to
deduce anything certain from them about the specific movements o f a dance. When
attempting to ascertain the meter o f a particular drama, such as Frogs, one is also faced
with the problem o f potential errors in transmission and emendation. The change o f even
Wiles, 139.
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one vowel could, and often does, have direct repercussions on metrical analysis. To
recreate a dance step by step based on meter alone is, in fact, impossible. Usually we can
say little more than that the meter o f any given ode is conducive to a particular style or
genre o f dance. As I make mention o f meter throughout the frogs’ song I will try to avoid
attaching specific motions to this meter, and will instead examine the types of movement
for which the song allows. I will particularly consider whether the meter is appropriate to
vigorous and energetic dancing, in which acrobatics could be featured.
Let us turn, then, to the text o f the play. At line 209 the frogs call out their
signature croak, ppeKSKCKS^ ko<j ^

ko<x^,

which metrically is a lecythion. This is repeated

in 210 and is followed in 211 with iambic + cretic, a combination that is also present in
the next line. It has been remarked that the frogs require a quick arrival,234 but such an
entrance in Aristophanic comedy does not generally make use o f the iambic meter. Quite
the opposite is true in fact, for the slow old men o f Wasps and Lysistrata enter with
iambs.5 Should we expect a sudden appearance o f a chorus, the standard lyric meter
would be the trochee, the aptly named ‘running’ meter,6 which is used by the choruses of
Knights and Acharnians for their swift entrances.7 With their iambs, the frog chorus
would be entering to the meter which Aristophanes uses for sluggishness, not speed, an
impression that is at odds not only with the hypothesis o f acrobatic and energetic dancing,
but also with the fun and playful nature o f the choral ode. While we might explain this

2 See Parker, 94-119 for issues o f meter and the transmission o f texts in general, and 464-5 for the frog
chorus specifically.
3 Metrical analysis follows that o f L. P. E. Parker.
4 A quick entrance is seen as necessary by Wills, 307 and is also appropriate to the hyporchematic style o f
dance, as argued in chapter 2.
5 Parker, 36
6 The term ‘trochee’ has etymological links with xpexeiv, ‘to run’. Ibid., 35.
7 Ibid., 36.
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difference on the basis o f their koo^ croak, the meter o f which could indicate swifter
movements (see below), the second half o f 211 and 212 provide an alternate scenario. As
noted, both o f these lines conclude with cretics, a rhythm which is termed auvovGraxxoc;,
n

‘most intense’ or ‘most energetic’ by Ephorus, and which one ancient metrician asserted
was agreeable with the hyporcheme.89 Therefore while the entrance o f the frogs does not
feature the standard running trochee, it substitutes a meter that is equally suitable to
acrobatics and tumbling.
The very use o f tumbling, in fact, could have permitted a swifter entrance than
one might normally expect if a chorus was merely dancing into the orchestra. In Plato’s
Symposium, as mentioned in Chapter 2, the character o f Aristophanes describes how early
humans, possessing eight limbs, used to travel. Whenever they set out to run quickly,
they would extend their limbs and spin in cartwheels, just like tumblers (PI. Sym. 190a. 68). If we think o f the pace that modem tumblers use to execute their manoeuvres this
speed comes as no surprise. Modem terminology also emphasizes the velocity, for this
series o f movements is commonly classified as a tumbling ‘run’. Such a run is permitted
by the meter at the beginning of the frogs’ chorus and also fits the requirement o f a
speedy entrance. It is not only the iambic + cretic rhythm which suits this, however, but
also the repeated refrain o f Ppekekeke^ tcod£, xoa^. I propose that it is in accompaniment
with this croaking call that some chorus members perform tumbling runs as their fellows
sing, picking up momentum in the Ppekekeke^ and executing flips or somersaults to
punctuate the beat o f Koat, xoa^. The xoa^ o f the frogs is the basis of their animal
8 F.Gr.Hist.70 F.149
9 Parker, 41cites Studemund, Anecdota Varia Graeca 225.26-30. Bierl, 61 n.163 claims that both cretic and
iambic are typical o f the hyporcheme, and Webster 1970, 119 suggests that cretics are useful for rapid
movements, particularly kicks and the vigorous movements o f satyr play. Norwood, 385 concurs, stating
that the rhythm is used “to express strong excitement”.
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mimicry in song; they are recreating the sound o f a frog much in the same way that the
birds in Aristophanes’ Birds trill xioxioxioxioxioxumoxio (Ar. Av. 237). L.P.E. Parker
states that the fun to be found in these calls “lies in the composers’ skill in mimicking the
authentic sound o f a bird or animal while keeping within current musical conventions”,
but one must also consider the dance that would be present with this.10 The frogs’ KodS,
occurs continuously throughout the scene, and if the chorus members do indeed appear
onstage they must make suitable dance motions in accompaniment. Their Koa^ is the
“fun” o f their singing, and this would certainly be paralleled by fun and exuberant
dancing. To exhibit tumbling while the refrain is croaked out would make dramatic and
artistic sense while still remaining entirely appropriate to the playful nature o f frogs.
While this hypothesis is admittedly conjectural, I hope that my arguments for an
acrobatic chorus which follow in this chapter will cause the reader to seriously consider
the possibility o f tumbling to the beat of Kod^.
The dancing entrance o f the frogs, whether it included acrobatics or not, was
likely contrary to audience expectation. Just before the choral song, Dionysus takes his
seat in Charon’s ferry and asks how he will be able to row. The boatman replies that
Dionysus will hear frogs to aid him, and is then ordered by the god to strike a rowing beat
(203-8). The imperative form that Dionysus uses is KaxaKsA^ue, ‘give me the stroke’, a
term which refers to the task o f the lcekeucmte on a trireme: keeping time for the rowers.
Interestingly, Athenaeus lists the dance o f the KeXsuaxf)<; as a dance which is done to the
tune o f the flute: pex’ avl& v 8’ ©pxpbvxo xf)v xou Kekevoxoh (Ath. 14.629f). The
spectators o f Frogs may have expected to see something o f this schema performed by the

10

Parker 13.
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chorus, for, as Charon says, the frogs are supposed to help Dionysus.11123This anticipation
would be confounded from the first lines o f the ode, for, as scholars have remarked, the
song is certainly not suitable for rowing.

It would be instantly evident that this was not

a rower’s time, a reversal o f expectation that is well at home in comedy. The dramatic
effect o f the surprising entrance would only be heightened by including tumbling in the
dance, for it makes the performance all the more spectacular.
It is also at the very onset o f the ode that we begin to see examples o f choral selfi -3

referentiality, as Albert Henrichs calls it, in the frogs’ lyrics.
“Why Should I Dance?

In his influential article

Choral Self-Referentiality in Greek Tragedy, Henrichs argues

that it is nothing unusual for choruses to refer to their own movements or to complement
the words o f their songs with appropriate actions.14 The language used by a chorus in a
song reflects the physical motions o f their dance in the orchestra. Henrichs goes on to
claim that this common feature o f drama “invites the audience to participate in a more
integrated experience” o f the theatre.15 Although Henrichs’ article deals mostly with
tragedy, he notes that this choral quality is even more common in comedy and satyr play,
and “more emphatic”.16 This concept o f dramatic self-reference is not Henrichs’ alone,
but is supported and developed by many scholars. David Wiles, for example, speaking of
choral dance, says that “rather than competing for the audience’s attention, the physical

11 Lawler 1964b, 45 hypothesizes that this schema was used in drama and offers several possibilities o f
where it may have occurred.
12 Parker, 465 notes that the varied and changing meter o f the frog song would make it a difficult beat with
which to row, while Dionysus remains fairly consistent with iambics, until finally capturing the frogs’ later
trochees.
13 Henrichs, passim.
14 Ibid., passim.
15 Ibid., 59.
16 Ibid., 58. Henrichs, 92 n.16 cites the second chorus o f Frogs, the Initiates, as an example o f choral selfreferentiality in comedy.
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action made it possible to grasp the complex words [of an ode], and the words in turn
made it possible to read the action”.17 That is to say, language and action depend upon
one another for the greatest theatrical effect. Or, in the words o f Leo Aylen, “poetry plus
dance is saying something more complex and subtle than the poetry on its own. The
dance is part o f a total meaning.” 18 This is not to discount the theory o f Martin
Revermann, however, who suggests that not all important physical action could possibly
be conveyed by the text alone. Some elements o f the drama, particularly slapstick jokes
in comedy, would probably exist only in a physical form.1920While doubtless true, one
must still look to the text to find the most important surviving hints o f physical action in a
play. With regard to the thesis o f acrobatic frogs, it would not be inconceivable to
imagine, independently from the actual text o f the play, that the chorus demonstrates its
playful nature by tumbling and acting as frogs do: jumping, leaping and diving into the
water. And indeed, there are phrases and words in the comedy that support this
hypothesis, in accordance with the theory o f choral self-reference. The lyrics o f these
frog-swans are not “inarticulate noise”, as one critic condemns them,

but are a musical

complement to the dancing of the chorus, just as the dancing in turn complements the
song.
This important connection between song and dance was also recognized by
Aristotle. In his Poetics he lists the collaboration and combination o f appovia, ‘music’,
Xoyoq, ‘language’, and puGpoq, ‘rhythm’, as part o f the essential requirements o f mimetic
17 Wiles, 139.
18 Aylen, 125. Aylen’s statement is made in reference to tragedy, but holds true for comedy as well. See
also Bierl, passim for interpretations o f choral self-reference.
19 Revermann 2006, 46.
20 Konstan, 74. Konstan also refers to the lyrics as “pure . . . ranting”. For a similar disapproval o f the
nature o f the lyric see Silk, 190-5, Whitman, 247-9, and Henderson, 93, but also the opposite opinions o f
Norwood, 261 and Campbell, passim. I also cannot help but see the ode as beautiful.
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dance (Arist. Poet. 1447a22). According to Gregory Scott, the transliteration o f pu0po<; as
rhythm is somewhat misleading, for it might be better rendered as ‘dance’ or ‘ordered
body movement’.

With regard to dpgovia we can unfortunately comment on little other

than meter, but it is clear that Xoyoc, and pnGpoq unite in the form o f self-referential
dance. For animal choruses, who almost by definition are also mimetic, Aristotle’s
categories become all the more important. If chorus members wish to act like animals in
their dance, they must represent the creature in their movements, their words, and their
song.

The chorus o f Frogs, therefore, following the theriomorphic tradition o f comic

animals, must not only sing words befitting their amphibian counterparts, but must also
qualify these words with a mimetic dance that responds to the self-reference o f the lyrics.
That they do, in fact, achieve this goal will be argued throughout this chapter.21223
It is not necessary to look far into the frogs’ song to find the first instances of
choral self-reference. The first six lines o f their ode run thus: B psksksks^ icoa^ Koa§, |
J3p£KEK6K£^ Koct^ Koa^. | Aipvaia Kpr|vd)v x£Kva, | ^uvauXov npvfflv Poav | <p0£y^(bp£0',
Euyqpnv ¿pav | aoibav, Koa^ Koa£ (Brekekekex hoax hoax, brekekekex hoax hoax, Marshy
children o f the waters, let us sound a harmonious cry, my sweet-sounding song, koax
hoax). It is already at line 212 that the frogs give their first indication o f selfreferentiality. The compound £6vanAx)v, translated here as ‘harmonious’, literally means
‘in accompaniment with the aulos', the standard Greek flute and an elementary feature of
21 Scott, 157. Scott argues that this is the sense generally portrayed in Plato’s Laws (no reference given) and
also in Aristoxenus (Elementa Rhythmica 2, 3.19, 1.16).
22 For a parallel example o f self-reference in a dramatic animal chorus see Csapo 2003, 70-98. Csapo
theorizes on the dance that may have accompanied Electra 432-41, lines which speak o f dolphins leaping
alongside ships, and imagines the chorus members leaping in the air with the dance, mimicking the actions
o f these animals. According to Csapo, 73, “the words must surely call attention to the dancers’
movements”.
23 Bierl, 276 n. 25 acknowledges in passing the self-referential nature o f the frog chorus, but lamentably
does not expand upon it.
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dramatic choral performance. Henrichs argues that the mention o f the aulos in choral
odes is an explicit indication o f self-reference, for it reflects the actual performance o f the
chorus and serves as a direct allusion to onstage action.2425The fact that the frogs sing the
word tvvavXov further emphasizes the connection between them and the flute and draws
additional attention to it. The first person use o f the verb and the possessive epav likewise
establish the feeling that chorus is directly involved in their song. These examples,
present at the very start o f the frogs’ scene, are the first signs o f the self-referential nature
o f this playful chorus and establish the tenor o f the entire episode as such. While they do
not give us any direct indications as to the manner o f the dance in particular, they do
demonstrate that the chorus will refer to its own actions in the orchestra. This trend
continues, and will be o f great importance in the interpretation o f later lyrics o f their
song.
Although I have said that the examples above do not directly indicate the nature
o f the dance, the word £6voota>v deserves further consideration in this regard. It is
entirely ordinary for the aulos to be present with the chorus, o f course, but this presence
also permits us to consider acrobatics in the dance, for ancient evidence suggests that
tumblers and acrobats also used the flute to help them keep time and rhythm in their
performances.

Once more we may turn to Xenophon’s Symposium, in which a flute girl

is listed as a member o f the troupe (2.1), one who later plays her instrument in

24 Henrichs, 82-6.
25 Lawler’s correct acknowledgment o f aulic accompaniment to acrobatic dance ( 1964a, 38) is in contrast
with the view o f J.W. Fitton, who implies that tumblers performed without music, listing their craft as an
example o f “action without song” (259). The purpose o f the flute in tumbling is much like that in the Greek
long jump, where it helps keep time for athletes (Miller 2004a, 67).
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accompaniment to the acrobatic dance (2.22).

■jc

This representation is similar to that on a

hydria by the painter Polygnotos, drawn ca. 440 B.C.

97

The vase shows several figures,

mostly women, who are training to provide entertainment at symposia.

Aside from two

female acrobats whom I will discuss in more detail, we also see depicted two women
dancing or limbering up, each with one arm outstretched, another girl carrying both a lyre
and an aulos, two more actually playing the aulos, another playing the castanets, and
finally one performing pyrrhic dance. A single man observes the action from one side.
Most interesting for our purposes, however, are the two acrobats. One balances on her
forearms atop a table, with her naked body arched backwards over herself and her feet
almost touching the table, as if to form the bridge position. In front o f her stands a kylix,
from which she clearly intends to drink. The other acrobat is standing upright, one leg
bent behind her and arms pumping, as if she is running. We know that she is an acrobat
not only on account o f her nudity, a feature shared on the vase only by the woman
previously described, but also from the three swords that have been carefully placed
upright in front o f her. Tumbling over or amongst swords was a typical Greek application
o f acrobatics, as multiple references to the activity show.

Directly between these two

tumblers is one o f the women mentioned above, who actively plays the aulos. She is
evidently keeping time for the woman that tumbles over the swords, not the bridge
performer, for she is facing this former acrobat as opposed to the balancer. This
distinction is important, for where the flutist o f the Symposium kept time for a26789

26 The dance at 2.22 is not performed by the professional acrobat-entertainer, but by one o f the symposiasts
who is attempting to mimic her motions. Nevertheless, there is no reason to suspect that she did not play
during the dance o f the former as well.
27 Naples (Museo Archeologico Nazionale) 81398; Matheson, P67, PI. 14.A-D, pg. 23-5. See also 7-9 for
several important chronological issues o f Polygnotos’ vases.
28 The view rightly taken by Matheson, 281, who dismisses the idea o f a scene o f athletic training.
29 For example, Xen. Symp. 2.11, PI. Euthy. 294e, Ath. 14.129d.
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contortionist/acrobat, here the same type o f performer has less need o f the aulos
compared to more vigorous and physical tumbler. There is thus a not insignificant need of
the flute to keep rhythm when one is executing tumbling, as opposed to simply moving
the body into various shapes and poses. Turning back to Frogs once again, the physical
nature o f tumbling runs and acrobatics as a part o f dance would, without doubt, require
the aulos to be present. Therefore while the use o f ^uvau^ov in the lyric does not
undeniably imply that tumbling is being used, it satisfies the requirement o f an aulos’
presence for acrobatic performance in the dance.
The next few lines o f the frogs’ song, 215-9, still a part o f their entrance and
before Dionysus has yet uttered a word, provide additional opportunities for the
exploitation o f acrobatic activity. The chorus recalls how it sang for Dionysus ev
Aipvaioiv, ‘in the Marshes’, at the Chytroi festival, when crowds o f drunken revellers
would proceed into the frogs’ sanctuary (215-9). In order to gain a better sense o f what
may have been seen onstage to accompany this recollection, I will once again turn to the
words o f Albert Henrichs:
Each time a tragic chorus emphasizes its own dancing, the tragedians
go out o f their way to incorporate the choral self-reference into the
imaginary setting o f the drama. They do so by separating the choral
dancing from the orchestra and projecting it into a different time or
p lace.. .30
Although Henrichs is speaking o f tragedy specifically, the above statement is also true for
comic performance. The choral ode o f the frogs is clearly set at a different time and
place, namely, the Chytroi festival, whose events and participants the chorus has
witnessed. Their mention o f such an occasion as this festival is, according to the

30 Henrichs, 75. Henrichs classifies this separation o f dance from the theatre as “choral projection”.
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quotation above, a regular feature o f self-referentiality. Interestingly, Henrichs also
observes that choral self-reference most often occurs in the context o f an ode to
Dionysus, or in a song that establishes a connection to his rituals.

The association

between the frog chorus and the deity is indeed explicitly stated, his name being invoked
and a festival dedicated to him being mentioned, but there is also an implicit connection
to be found in the very first word o f the ode, following the croaking refrain, which sets
the context for the beginning o f the frogs’ song. They call themselves the marshy children
o f the waters, and the choice o f Xipvaia for ‘marshy’ is well made. When combined with
the fact that the protagonist o f the play is Dionysus himself, the use o f this word has
connotations with the Anthesteria. This three day festival, during which the Chytroi took
place on the third and final day, closely involved the sanctuary o f Dionysus ev Aipvatg,
where much o f the celebration and revelry occurred. The observation o f Dionysus
actually ‘rowing’ in marshes would certainly bring this familiar festival into the minds of
the spectators, not only because o f the important role which the god played, but also
because o f his presence in the boat.

It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that the sight of

Dionysus in the ferryman’s craft would have reminded the audience o f the Lenaea
festivities, at which a statue o f the god was paraded around in what we would call a
float.313233 This same spectacle has been hypothesized for occurring at the Anthesteria.34 If
this is correct, the recognition would be nearly instant for a spectator gazing upon
Dionysus in a boat and hearing the word Xipvaia as the first word uttered by the chorus.

31 Ibid., 60.
32 Dionysus’ rowing o f the boat in the marshes is itself a physical reconstruction o f the festival to which the
frogs allude. The god is thus participating not in choral self-reference, but dramatic self-reference,
recreating the language o f the play in his actions.
33 Reckford, 410.
34 See Deubner, 93-123 (as cited by Habash, 6 n.14) and Van Hoorn, 25.
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The Anthesteria is folly secured as the setting o f the ode shortly thereafter, when the
frogs make direct mention o f the Chytroi and the crowds which they watched there.
If the chorus is self-referential, and we have already seen evidence that it is, then
the specific mention o f this well known and popular festival could have repercussions on
the dance. How then, does the setting o f the Anthesteria permit the theory o f acrobatic
performance in choral dance? To realize the possibility o f tumbling we must further
investigate the evidence for the festival.
As mentioned above, the Anthesteria was a three-day festival in Athens, held
from the 11 -13 o f the Anthesterion month (coinciding with our February) in
celebration o f the coming spring. As there are numerous events which may have occurred
on any or all o f these days, so much so that one scholar has claimed that the Anthesteria
is “arguably the most complicated set o f rituals recorded for classical Athens”, I will
limit my discussion to the points which are pertinent to the study at hand.

On the second

day o f the festival, called the Choes, much drinking and revelry took place. This was not
limited to adults alone, however, as children partook in a great deal o f the celebrating; it
may have been here that they were first introduced to wine.

Much o f the surviving

evidence for this festival comes in the form o f choes, small jugs that were likely given to
children at the event and which in turn give their name to the second day o f the
Anthesteria.

These jugs were purposefully decorated for children, and very often feature

depictions of them enjoying themselves at the festival in various ways, such as dancing,35678
35 Hamilton, 1.
36 For full accounts o f the Anthesteria, see Burkert 237-42, Deubner 93-123 and Hamilton, passim.
37 Lonsdale, 131.
38 See Lonsdale, 130 for the hypothesis that the choes were meant as grave gifts, dedicated either to a child
who had perished young or to an older child in memory o f their youth, and Hamilton , 73-80, for an
argument against this.
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TQ

drinking, playing with toys or animals, running, crawling, eating, and so on.

We may

also add tumbling to this list; there are two choes which feature scenes o f acrobatics, to
which I will now turn.
On our first example, ca. 410 B.C., a young boy performs a handstand while
attempting to drink out o f a wine vessel in front o f him.3940 He is fairly crudely drawn, with
little o f the attention to detail that is captured by the master painter Douris on his satyric
acrobat vase, or even by the phlyax artists. This is perhaps indicative o f the chous’
function as a child’s possession, or, alternatively, it may reflect the small size o f the jar; it
would be quite a challenge to draw on a jug o f a mere 10 cm, the approximate height of
our subject. The boy’s legs are represented in an unusual fashion for Greek acrobats, held
straight and firm instead o f bent at the knee, as we have seen in our other acrobatic
depictions. They are stout and thick, but we may consider this a symptom o f less skilled
artistry. The boy’s arms are bent at the elbow while he balances himself on the ground,
suggesting that he is either lowering himself or walking forward on his hands. In either
case his goal is clearly the vessel in front o f him, from which the boy intends to drink and
upon which his gaze is fixed. In this way he parallels the acrobatic satyr o f Douris’
masterpiece, who likewise attempts to drink from this position. A chous jug stands
behind the boy, who is naked apart from what at first glance appears to be a belt o f ivy
which girds his waist, but is in actuality a string o f apotropaic amulets.41 Van Hoom

39 Van Hoom, 15 and passim,
40 Athens NM 14527; Van Hoom, no. 101; Deubner, pl.31.2.
41 Hamilton, 181.
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classifies the child’s handstand as a type o f “spontaneous dance o f joy”, in which the
youth “sees no other outlet for his vitality”.42
A second chous, ca. 425 B.C., likewise depicts a young boy in a position which is
suggestive o f acrobatics.43 His arms are drawn unnaturally short and yet they appear to be
bent at the elbow, with the hands braced on the ground as if the boy is attempting to
perform a handstand. However, his body is scarcely more than horizontal. The legs are
bent at the knee and the feet lifted high, typical o f a handstand in Greek art, yet hardly in
a way that would aid in balance if the boy was holding a static position. This pose would
be extremely difficult to maintain, and it may be that the youth is actually in motion.
There are three possibilities which may explain his pose: 1) he has almost achieved a
handstand, 2) he has kicked back his legs after walking on all fours, as in if imitation of
an animal, or 3) the artist intended to depict a full handstand, but was unable to do so
accurately, perhaps due to the small size o f the chous, roughly 10 cm.44 The second
option does not seem as probable as either the first or third. Although animal mimicry is
not unattested on the choes, there is no animal immediately present here whom the boy
may be imitating, as is the case in other examples.45 Furthermore, this particular pose
with the legs kicked back would be a unique expression o f animal mimicry. The closest
parallel among choes to this type o f pose is that o f the acrobat described above, and thus
we may infer that the child here is also expressing himself acrobatically. A small table is
42 Van Hoorn, 39.
43 Ashmolean 1920.102; Van Hoorn, no. 786.
44 The pose is also reminiscent o f children on choes that are shown crawling, examples o f which number in
the hundreds (see Van Hoorn, passim). However, the very act o f crawling requires that all four limbs touch
the ground. The example above does not adhere to this criterion and thus the boy likely does not emulate
the pose o f a crawler; his pose is more similar to a handstand. See also Hamilton, 181-2, who likewise does
not categorize the boy as a crawler but as performing a handstand, and Van Hoorn, 163, who calls the pose
an “acrobatie movement” (sic).
45 For example, Van Hoorn, no. 985 depicts a boy on all fours with a dog in front o f him.
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present to the left o f the boy, and a chous is directly in front o f him. It is unlikely that he
intends to drink from this vessel, for the shape o f the jug would make this a difficult task;
one would expect a kylix if this was the goal, as above.46
The usual caveat we must confront when dealing with vase interpretation applies:
we cannot assume that these jugs are like modem photographs, recreating a particular
moment in time, but rather we must concede that they may only capture the essence of
actual events and provide a generic representation based on this occurrence. That being
said, the choes clearly do illustrate real-life activities. They are not merely allusions to
childish play and exuberance, but are reflections o f the actual activities which occurred at
the Anthesteria festival. While R. Hamilton has argued that large choes do not necessarily
depict such events, he concludes that jugs under 15 cm, a classification that includes both
o f the examples above, do indeed draw their subject material from the Choes day o f the
festival.4748Van Hoorn offers a similar opinion, stating that “we can study the celebration
AC%

o f the Anthesteria by the pictures o f the choes”

after earlier noting that these jugs “bear

witness to the [festival’s] nature”.49 The activities represented on the choes, in other
words, are direct evidence o f the events at this festival. The painters of these jugs often
do, in fact, allude to their own work by placing a chous in the illustration, or another item
that specifically refers to the Anthesteria, such as amulets or tables, perhaps to further

46 Van Hoorn, 40-1 makes note o f the ambiguous role o f the chous; it is unknown whether it was used for
pouring, drinking, or both. However, even if it was used for drinking, the boy in the example above would
still be unable to perform this action from his current pose, due to the small size o f the opening and the
curve o f the jug’s lip.
47 Hamilton, passim , especially 69.
48 Van Hoorn, 53.
49 Ibid., 19.
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emphasize the setting o f the festival.50 In both o f the examples above, choes jugs are
shown with the youthful acrobats, a presence which only strengthens the conviction that
these are typical scenes o f the Anthesteria. Children probably did perform similar
handstands here, and whether we consider the vases as indicative o f specific events such
as these or merely as generic representations, the truth becomes apparent: acrobatics
evidently did take place on the Choes day o f the festival, at least in some form.
The evidence given by these two vessels helps to qualify the theory o f an
acrobatic frog chorus. The chorus members sing o f the celebrations at the Anthesteria,
and their self-referential nature means that they perform actions which would be
appropriate to this. As tumbling did indeed take place at this festival, it is entirely
possible that the frogs employed this style o f dance in accompaniment to their song.
There are, however, two points of contention which need to be addressed for this
argument to remain persuasive. First, one might argue that the choes described above
show children, not adults, executing acrobatic manoeuvres. If the frogs are imitating ‘the
crowd who rambles in drunken revelry’ (KpaiTtaA-OKCopoq), they would be portraying
mature citizens, not youths. This is quite true, but Van Hoorn observes that the depictions
o f juvenile play which the choes offer are not exclusive to children alone.51 Much o f what
they show may also have been enjoyed by adults, particularly those who have
overindulged in the great, inebriating gift o f Dionysus: wine. Many o f the children’s
activities that choes jugs display are actually based on those o f their elders, particularly

50 Hamilton, 83. Van Hoorn, 29 believes that tables were set up in Dionysus’ sanctuary ‘in the Marshes’,
and thus their depiction on choes indicates the scene also takes place here.
51 Van Hoorn, 41.
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when it comes to dancing.52 Literary evidence, which, not coincidentally, downplays the
emphasis on children at the Anthesteria,53 informs us that adults did indeed engage in the
dance at this festival. Aristophanes implies this adult participation in his Acharnians (Ar.
Ach. 1093, cf.1076), as does Athenaeus in his possible mention o f professional dancers
from the Anthesteria (Ath. 4.129d).54 Acrobatics was, as has been shown in Chapter 2,
considered to be an element o f dance, one which it would be suitable for a child at this
festival to mimic in the maimer o f his elders. The two choes cited above are the only
examples in our surviving evidence o f Greek acrobatics that feature children as the
performers; all others refer to adults.55 The handstands we see depicted on them thus do
not necessarily reflect a “kindlichem Temperament”,56 but perhaps a tendency o f children
to imitate adults in physical expression.
The second point which one might contend is that while acrobatics may be
appropriate for the Choes day o f the Anthesteria, the frogs refer to the Chytroi, the third
and final day o f the festival. After the drinking contests and revelry which took place the
night before, the Chytroi was rightly reserved for more sombre and sober proceedings, at

52 Lonsdale, 131 points out the examples o f a youth preparing for a weapon dance and another who is being
urged to dance to the tune o f the aulos.
53 As observed by Hamilton, 61.
54 Relating a story o f a wedding feast, Athenaeus records the entrance o f “those who performed public
services at the Chytroi in Athens” (oí k S v t o u ; Xúxpoi^ xotq AGrjvqoi ^ c u o n p y f i o a v T e q ) . In his Loeb
translations, Douglas Olson hypothesizes that they were “probably a chorus o f some sort” (116). This is the
most likely form o f merriment for oi XsvcoopyriaavTEi; to provide, especially if we consider the
entertainment which immediately follows: ithyphallic dancers, clowns, and naked female tumblers who
also breathe fire. The Chytroi men, along with their fellow performers, enter in response to a period o f quiet
(r\o\)%iaq b i yevopévqq), presumably to liven up the feast in between courses. Aside from this connection o f
dance with the Anthesteria, we may note in passing the intriguingly close proximity o f the festival’s
mention with the presence o f tumblers. Whether this is o f any further importance is impossible to say.
55 See Deonna 1953, passim. With regard to the arguments o f Chapter 2, one should note that these children
are o f an approximate age to attend palaestrae.
56 Rtihfel, 134 and Lonsdale, 131 see the acrobatic antics on the first chous, Athens NM 14527, as a result
o f the child’s consumption o f wine. See Chapter 2 and below for the important connection between wine
and acrobatics.
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which acrobatics would be out o f place. However, although the frogs sing o f the Chytroi,
they also remark on the drunken crowd, who likewise are more befitting o f the Choes.
This puzzling issue has been noticed by several scholars; such wine-induced revelry did
not occur on the third and final day of the Anthesteria, so why do the frogs mention the
two together?5758L. Deubner makes the suggestion that the carousing o f the 12th, the
th

Choes, carried on past sunset and so was considered to be a part o f the 13 , the Chytroi.

co

G. T. W. Hooker claims this is unconvincing,59 but it does make sense for frogs, a species
more active in the evening and one which would easily make observations of
drunkenness long into the night. Instead, Hooker suggests that we should interpret the
words KpautaA,OKG)|4.o<; | toi<; ispotat Xurpoiai as “revelling in such a way as to bring on a
hangover... in preparation fo r the Chytroi” 60 This is indeed a potential translation, but
one less intuitive than taking

tou;

ispoiai Xuxpoim as a locative o f time, and perhaps

asking too much o f KpauraX,OKtopo(;. A final possibility is given by R. Hamilton, who
proposes an unorthodox argument with his assertion that the Choes and Chytroi actually
happened on the same day.61 Whether one o f these hypotheses is correct, or if instead
there is still some essential aspect o f the Anthesteria which eludes us, the context is clear
enough for the frog chorus: wine and revelry at the festival.
An acrobatic frog chorus is well suited to this convivial atmosphere. As has been
seen, acrobatics did indeed occur at the Anthesteria, a fact which permits the possibility
o f its use in the chorus’ dance as they sing o f drunken fun at the Chytroi. It is not only the

57 To add to the confusion, the frogs mention the crowd coming on the Chytroi to the sanctuary o f Dionysus
ev Aipvaic;, but Demosthenes tells us that the sanctuary ¿v Aigvau; was only open on the Choes (Dem.
59.76).
58 Deubner, 100. Supported by Pickard-Cambridge, 11.
39 Hooker, 113.
60 Ibid., 113; his italics.
61 Hamilton, 42-50.
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mention o f the festival which allows this, however, but the strong context o f wine
contained within. One scholar argues that the gift o f a chous to a child was to
commemorate his first steps into the world o f the symposium, where wine, dancing and
revelry were the norm.

Adults too enjoyed their drink, engaging in contests of

consumption as the evening wore on.62631 have already outlined in my second chapter the
connection to be made between acrobatics and the symposium. Professional female
entertainers performed contortionist-style dances here, as seen in Xenophon’s Symposium
and vase paintings.64 The vase o f cavorting satyrs by the Douris painter also emphasizes
the combination o f alcohol and acrobatics. Too much wine could easily cause one’s
inhibitions to be lowered enough to lead to acrobatic displays, as the well known story of
Hippocleides dancing away his marriage in Herodotus 6.129 shows. There is ample
evidence, therefore, o f a combined presence in the Greek world o f tumbling and wine. It
would not be unreasonable for the frogs to take advantage o f this combination in their
dance and to represent the references to the Anthesteria, along with its happy revellers,
with playful acrobatics. In terms o f their self-referential nature, motion is implied in their
dance from the verb x©pso) (219), but it is KpamakoKcopoc; that qualifies this motion.
‘Rambling in drunken revelry’ could be comically portrayed with somersaults,
cartwheels, or walking on the hands, all o f which are entirely appropriate to the festive
context. The chorus members might even add a humorous touch by executing ‘drunken’
manoeuvres or motions, such as staggering or falling from their gymnastic poses.65

62 Lonsdale, 130-6.
63 Burkert, 237.
64 Deonna 1953, 38-48.
65 One should note that the finale o f IVasps, a comparable example o f vigorous dance in Aristophanic
comedy, occurs immediately after the drinking o f wine.
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Before turning to the next section o f the frogs’ ode, a brief mention must be made
o f the meter o f these last few lines. 218-9 are sung with dactylo-epitrite meter, mostly
dactyls.66 According to L. P. E. Parker, when dactylic meter is present in Aristophanes it
is accompanied with “connotations o f dignity, real or bogus”.67 The latter o f these is
surely the case here, for the frogs are lacking in true dignity; they are playful and fun, not
stately. This ‘dignity’ is brought about with the mention o f the Chytroi, the most sombre
day o f the Anthesteria, although the chorus’ apparent grandeur has been already shown as
false in the previous line by means o f KpamaTuKcopoc;. It would not be difficult to
comically display the faux-seriousness which arises from the meter. Acrobatics is still
possible with this change in meter, as the presence o f tumblers in the Homeric epics
reveals (Od. 4.17-9 and II. 18.603-6).68 The use o f dactyls is therefore no less permissible
to the theory o f an acrobatic frog chorus, and fits the comic mimicry o f the festival’s
revellers.
Following the lines o f the frog’s entrance, Dionysus breaks in with the joke that
his backside is starting to hurt, a complaint that gamers no sympathy from the amphibian
chorus (221-4). He curses them and protests against their croak; their only response to
him so far has been to repeat their refrain o f (3psK£K8Ke^ xod^ xoa^ three times in the
span o f six lines. This repetition is stressed for the audience by the word ko&^, which
Dionysus also uses several times at the end o f his lines. In fact, the word is
extraordinarily concentrated between 220 and 227. Six o f the eight lines finish with this
croak, and it actually occurs ten times if we count when it is duplicated. For one who only

66 Parker, 456-7.
67 Ibid., 48.
68 Dramatic recreations o f Homer’s works, or even just reproductions which included dancers, would have
maintained the dactylic meter while tumblers illustrated the poet’s words.
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has the benefit o f reading the words o f this play, this does indeed seem to represent the
tireless call o f frogs. But in the dance o f the chorus, these croaks must have been
accompanied with a particular type o f movement, one executed several times. The
placement o f Koa^ at the end o f the lines leads me to believe that this movement
punctuated these endings before new lines began. Acrobatics could easily fit this
condition. The use o f tumbling runs during the full Ppskeksks^ lines, as argued above,
would fit perfectly into this section o f the ode as the chorus’ indifferent yet playful
response to Dionysus’ complaints. His own use o f the word Koa^ would likewise be
accompanied with choral acrobatics, though less vigorous than when the chorus is
dancing alone; the audience must not be distracted from the god’s words, after all, but
they would not miss hearing the repeated Koai, as they watched the motions that went
with it. The croak o f the chorus is the essence o f their animal nature. If any portion of
their song is to feature theriomorphic mimicry, it is the call which defines their being.
There is no aspect o f the frogs’ song that is more appropriate to playful acrobatics and
tumbling than their jcoa^, repeated throughout the scene.
At 228 the chorus finally does answer Dionysus and sing lyrically once more,
citing examples o f other divinities who actually do enjoy their music: the Muses, Pan,
and Apollo. (228-32). The reference to Pan is particularly interesting. He is invoked as
‘the reed player’ (6 KaA,ap.6<p0oyya Tiai^cov) here, not inappropriately since the frogs
cultivate reeds (233-4), but Pan is also a renowned dancer in Greek drama. He is called
chorus-loving, cpiX-oxopoq, in Aeschylus’ Persians (448) and the maker o f divine
choruses, Gecov xoponoi', in Sophocles’ Ajax (698), and is the choral leader o f nymphs in
Euripides’ Ion (492-502). His name, in close conjunction with the mention o f reeds, stirs
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an image o f a rural god for whom a chorus o f frogs would naturally sing, strengthening
the perception o f them as an animal chorus. Pan’s is the dance o f the wild, o f free and
uninhibited movement, and it is this style that the chorus would mimic.6970The meter of
the frogs’ song, which has now changed to energetic trochees, suits the dancing style of
this god.

He brings with him connotations o f revelry and lack of inhibitions, similar to

that which we observe among satyrs, known to act as acrobats.71723It matters little that the
more refined Apollo is named immediately after in the frogs’ song, for he is described as
6 (poppiKxdu;, ‘the lyre player’, in relation to the instrument which he plays (231/2).
Acrobatics could indeed be performed with the music o f this instrument; in the Odyssey
the tumblers lead the song while the harpist plays.

Even such a casual reference to Pan

as we have here, especially since it is made by a chorus whose language is so involved in
their song, is indicative o f dance.

*7T

The use o f the word naiL,(av also emphasizes dancing. ‘To play’ (Ttai^eiv) is a
common Greek synonym for ‘to dance’, one which the later chorus o f Initiates use in this
very comedy (407).74 But 7tai^£iv also means to jest or to sport, and the self-referential
chorus, although singing about Pan the reed player, would supplement the singing of the
word 7ial^tov with their own sporting and dancing. Acrobatics is a distinct possibility for
the form o f this playing, one which does not require any additional sense o f the verb.
Tumbling is a combination o f dancing and sporting, as discussed in Chapter 2, and yet its
connection with wine and lowered inhibitions also makes it playful. In fact, the verb
69 Bierl, 114.
70 Parker, 458-9.
71 Bierl, 261-75.
72 Od. 4.17-8: pexa 86 ocpiv ¿neArtexo OEioq doiSoq | cpoppl^tov (and among them a divine bard played a

song on the lyre)
73 The importance o f Pan’s presence in choral odes and his connection to self-referentiality is recognized by
Henrichs, 75. See Bierl, 261-75 for a good analysis o f Pan’s role in the dance.
74 Bierl, 68 and 280. See also Plato’s Laws for the connection between nai^eiv and dance (673a, 803e).
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Trai^eiv actually is used in literature to describe the action o f tumbling. In his tenth book
o f the Dionysiaca, Nonnus o f Panopolis describes the cavorting o f satyrs as they play and
dive in a stream while Dionysus swims with them: icai Laxopoi Jtai^ovxeg, ev r|spt xapaa
psGsvxsq, | siq jroxapov Ttpoycovxo KuPiaxqxripi Kapfivcp (10.148-9; and playing satyrs,
throwing their fee t into the air, plunged head over heels [lit. with tumbling head] into the
river). We may note in this passage the juxtaposition o f ‘playing’ and ‘tumbling’. For
satyrs to be roxi^ovxsc; is certainly nothing extraordinary, and it has been seen already that
they are elsewhere portrayed as tumblers. The word Ku(3iaxr|xf|p qualifies the verb here
and specifies how the satyrs are actually playing and diving in the water. For the frog
chorus o f Aristophanes to exhibit their acrobatic play in such a similar situation, namely,
diving into the water in Dionysus’ midst, is parallel to the example in Nonnus.

ne

They

would have accompanied the word in their song with their own playing and dancing, but
still performing as frogs and adhering to the nature o f their choral character. The nai^cov
o f which they sing would be depicted in dance with the Tiai^cov o f frogs in a marsh,
diving and splashing into the water much the same as Nonnus’ satyrs with their
KuPuxrr|xf)pi Kapijvtp.
After offering the Muses, Pan and Apollo as divine witnesses to their musical
skill, the chorus goes on to sing that in the marsh they grow the reeds which are used in
the production o f the lyre: evsica Sovaxog, ov U7cokupiov | evoSpov sv kipvaig xpecpa)
(233-4; [Apollo rejoices besides,]on account o f the reed, which, watery and under the
lyre, I grow in the marsh). The impression o f self-referential choral language continues to
be present. The use o f ¿v X,ipvaig here, repeated from 216/217, once again reminds the75

75 Although Nonnus was writing much later than Aristophanes, ca. A.D. 450, the similarities o f the scene,
particularly word selection, are nevertheless significant.
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audience o f the Anthesteria festival, where, as argued above, acrobatics would be
appropriate. But by singing this phrase the frogs at the same time both practice choral
projection, establishing their dance in another setting,

and also re-establish a connection

to the action on the stage: Dionysus is meant to actually be rowing across their marshy
domain. ’Ev Mpvaic; thus refers to the orchestra of the theatre, and it is here that the frogs
grow reeds. The word xpecpco is sung in first person present, an indication that the action
which this word represents is being performed in the dance.7677789While xpscpto itself does not
have any particular connotations o f acrobatic movement, we may still see the possibility
o f this style o f dance if we combine the verb with what the choral representation of
wroA,upiov may have looked like. Literally meaning ‘under the lyre’, the word, when
combined with 5ova£, is defined by LSJ as “the cross reed to which (in early lyres) the
lower ends o f the strings were attached”.

It is possible that the self-referential frogs

would allude to this lyre construction in their dance, forming what is called in modem
gymnastics the ‘bridge’ position, a horizontal pose that would well represent the cross
reed o f a lyre.

The bridge position, which G. Prudhommeau calls “la clef de bon

nombre d’acrobaties”,80 was known to the Greeks and would work well with motions that
may have been involved with the verb Tpetpeiv.81 Representing the upward growth of
plants, a dancer might either lift his hands off the ground and, having arched his back,
come to stand on his feet, or alternatively, he might pull up his feet and kick backwards

76 Henrichs, 75. See above.
77 Ibid., 80. The present tense, the “performative future” and the imperative all signal self-referentiality.
78 LSJ: vnoXvpxoq
79 Note that the upper ‘bridge’ o f the lyre is the £uy6v, not the vnokbpioq (Dover 1993,225). We should be
wary o f our modem terminology and avoid any compunction to associate the bridge position only with the
bridge o f the lyre, and not the lower cross reed. It is not the name but the horizontal pose that is important,
common between both bridge and cross reed.
80 Prudhommeau, 185.
81 For examples o f the bridge position by the Greeks see Prudhommeau, 185-6.
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into a handstand (a “bridge kickover” in modem terminology). I readily admit that one
might not immediately associate these actions to the chorus’ words when first
encountering the text, but I present it as a possibility based on the choice o f lyric that
Aristophanes has made and the impression o f acrobatics that we see more concentrated
elsewhere in the frogs’ song.
Following this section o f the ode, Dionysus once more complains o f the physical
toils that come with rowing. The frogs respond only with their croaking refrain and the
god finally beseeches them to stop (235-41). The choms members now sing the last of
their three sections o f uninterrupted lyric, one in which there are numerous references to
physical activity (241-9). These lines are almost entirely trochaic, a meter that is
ft's

suggestive o f vigorous movement.

The frogs begin by singing that they would rather

call out their croak than not, and continue with the recollection of jumping through
marshes: paM ov pev ouv | 90ey^opea 0', si 8f) Ttox' suriA,ioi<; ev apepatmv | r|A,dpea0a 8ia
Kimsipou | Kai cpAd© (241-4; no, b u t w e w ill s in g a ll th e m ore, i f e v e r on su n n y d a y s w e
le a p t th ro u g h r u sh e s a n d r e e d s ).

Once again the choms meets the requirement o f self-

referentiality demanded by Henrichs, as noted above, that o f “separating the choral dance
from the orchestra and projecting it into a different time and place”. The concept of
self-reference, then, informs us that they leap now for the audience just as they remember
doing for their own enjoyment in the past. It is not difficult to imagine a frog-like flair
being added to these jumps; aside from their croaking call, the jumping ability o f a frog is
one o f its most well known attributes.

One o f the s c h e m a ta o f ancient Greek dance is

actually reminiscent o f the form that may have been used for this leap. We are fortunate8234
82 Parker, 460-1.
83 Henrichs, 75.
84 A frog’s skill in jumping is also mentioned in The Battle o f Mice and Frogs, attributed to Homer, 82-5.
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enough to be able to determine without too much difficulty what the schema known as
Geppauaxpi^ ‘tongs’, may have looked like. It probably involved aggressive jumps and a
specific positioning o f the legs while airborne, in the shape o f such tongs as were used at
a forge.85 This would be conducive for the frogs’ animal mimicry, as the bowing o f the
knees in such a jump would be similar to the bend which occurs in a frog’s legs. The
great energy which is needed to perform the tongs would be suitable for the playful and
exuberant chorus.8687
To pick up from where we left off in line 244, the chorus continues “...xalpovxcq
cp8fj<; | Jto^UKoXupPotoi pekecnv” (244-5;. ..rejoicing in the many diving melodies o f the
song). It is here that we find the most impressive evidence for tumbling in the frogs’
song. To this point I have endeavoured to show multiple instances in the text where
acrobatics would be possible, or even suitable, but nowhere is it more implied by the
lyrics than here. While the use o f the word yaipovisi; supplements the trochaic meter in
creating a joyful atmosphere, it is in the word 7toX.UKoA,uppoioi that we may perceive
tumbling. Once again the self-referential nature o f the chorus is o f utmost importance in
interpreting dance by means o f song. The singing o f the word ‘dive’ logically involves
the acting out o f a dive on the stage, which would be best performed through acrobatic
approaches. One may be reminded o f the original meaning o f icu(iiaxT)cn<; as being not the
gymnastic act o f tumbling, but a headlong plunge.

In terms o f representing such a

85 Eustathius (Od. 1601.28) notes the dynamic nature o f the movement and states that dancers would jump
up and cross their feet multiple times while in the air. Compare to Pollux (4.102), who records OspjLiaoaxpi;
as an individual dance, vigorous and known for leaps, and later (4.105) lists it as one o f the schemata o f the
dramatic dance. Interesting, it is placed immediately before Kupicmiaic;, which has led L. Lawler (1964b,
42) to hypothesize that the two schemata were similar in nature. Athenaeus (14.629e) counts 0£p|iaooTpi<;
as a manic and wild dance.
86 Note also that the verb f&Xopai, used by the chorus here, is one regularly applied to dancing. See
Naerebout, 282.
87 See Chapter 2; also Prudhommeau, 280.
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headlong motion in dance, ‘diving’ can essentially be taken as synonymous with
‘tumbling’. We need only to look back to the satyrs o f Nonnus’ Dionysiaca to find clear
no

examples o f dives that find their basis in acrobatics (10.148-9).
‘Many-diving’ is, o f course, an adjective that modifies the ‘melodies’ o f the frog’s
song. It is not immediately intuitive how this may be so, and Kenneth Dover suggests that
“7tota)Kota)p|3a petal are presumably songs often interrupted by diving”. According to
this logic, it is not the petal that dive but the frogs themselves. This is a valid
interpretation, and one that makes sense o f the metaphor; the melodies o f a song cannot
actually dive, but the singers can. There is, however, an alternate reading o f this phrase
that eliminates the need to detach the adjective from its noun. Although petax; is
associated with poetry, meaning ‘song’, ‘strain’, ‘tune’, ‘melody’, etc., it also has the
more basic meaning o f ‘limb’ or ‘member’, as o f the body. Therefore, if we take this
latter definition, the phrase 7tota>K6ta)p|3a petal becomes “many-diving limbs’’. I do not
wish to offer this as the sole reading o f the words, for the mention o f the q>8f| in the
previous line is a clear reminder o f the musical sense o f petax;. Rather, I believe it to be
an ambiguous and duplex pairing, where both sets o f meaning are intended to be
perceived. “The many-diving melodies o f the song” is a translation that reflects the
written and sung language, but in the context o f a tumbling performance one would, I
argue, understand the phrase to be both this and something like “the often plunged
forward limbs o f [the participants in] the choral ode”. The actions of the self-referential
chorus would surely draw attention to the ambiguous feel of pskeotv. The dives would 89

88 Lawler 1964a, 38 states that “tumbling dancers were adept a t . . . flying leaps resembling dives”, but
lamentably does not cite her evidence for this belief. See also Deonna 1953, 108-10 for examples o f dives
that are acrobatic.
89 Dover 1993, 226.
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likely be represented onstage with handsprings or flips, in which the limbs o f the dancing
chorus members would be very much the objects o f audience focus. The word psAp could
indeed be used in an acrobatic context, for this is the word for ‘limbs’ that Plato uses in
his Symposium, describing via the character o f Aristophanes how early humans tumbled
when wanting to travel with speed (PI. Sym. 190a 6-8). Furthermore, these are
7roAuK6Auppa, the prefix suggesting that there is a succession of flips and spins by
multiple frogs; not just one dive, but many. This would result in something like the
tumbling runs which may have been included in the frogs’ refrain. Multiple short
syllables come together to form “ttoAukoAu p Poioi peAeaiv” in line 245, a metre that
would work well with the rapid strikes o f tumblers’ hands and feet upon the ground.90
This interpretation o f the 7ioA.UK6A.upPa psAp is strengthened by Charon’s
description o f the frog chorus. In response to the question from Dionysus “how will I
row?” the boatman replies that he will hear KdAAioxa peAp (205), ‘very lovely melodies’,
and in the following lines he adds to this description the adjective Oaupaoxa (206),
‘marvellous’. The psAp o f the frogs is spoken o f only twice in the play, here and at 245,
as discussed above. The three other mentions o f the choral ode are given with some form
o f the word aoi6p, ‘song’ (214, 240, and 244), and once with yopsiav (247).91 Therefore
there are only three adjectives that tell us about the frogs’ peAp, progressing in specificity
as they occur: the generic KdAAioxa, the slightly more detailed Oaupaoxa, and the very
specific 7toAuKoAupPa. The second o f these has more in common with tumbling than one
might at first suspect. “To perform marvels”, Oaupaxoupypoeiv, is a common synonym
for acrobatic display, especially when speaking o f professional entertainers. Xenophon

90 Parker, 460-1.
91 For the importance o f the term xopeia see Chapter 1.
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calls one o f the performers in his Symposium xoov xa Gadpaxa Snvapevcov rcoieiv
(2.2),‘one o f those able to do marvels’, and later states that she is preparing
0anpaxonpyf|aeiv upon a potter’s wheel (7.2). Athenaeus uses a similar term in his
description o f female tumblers at a wedding feast, whom he simply calls Gaupaxonpyol,
‘marvel-makers’ (14.129d).

By calling the psA.r| o f the frogs Oaupaaxd, Charon could

be obliquely anticipating what the nature o f the choral dance will be. When we consider
Aristophanes’ choice o f language in retrospect, there are several connections which lead
to the interpretation o f acrobatics in this section o f the dance. The chorus o f frogs, argued
to be self-referential, would have accompanied the word 7roA,nKoX,hpPoiai with actual
dives on the stage, best performed with tumbling. When we combine this with the
ambiguous and twofold interpretation o f psteoiv, described earlier by Charon as
Gaupaaxd, we do not detach the adjective from its noun, but instead see a phrase that is
highly indicative o f acrobatic dance.
As the choral ode continues there are even more opportunities for an effective and
spectacular use o f tumbling. Lines 246-9 proceed as follows: rj Aioq (penyovxE<; opPpov |
svudpov

ev

PuOcp yopeiav | aioA,av scpGey^dpeaGa 17copcpoA.nyo7ca(p>.dapaaiv (or fleeing

the rain o f Zeus we sang in the deep our watery song-and-dance, varied with bubblysplutters). There remains a sense o f playfulness from the chorus, as if they merely move
their fun to the depths o f the lake when rain falls upon them. This fleeing would likely
also be represented onstage with tumbling dives, for the frogs would plunge headlong 92

92 These female OaupaTonpyoi are also skilled at breathing fire, another ‘marvel’. Clement o f Alexandria
likewise calls tumblers ‘marvel makers’, GaupaTonoioui; (Stromata 7.11.66.3), and the scholiast John
Tzetzes records that tumblers perform “as if doing something marvellous” (Commentarium in Plutum 1037:
dx; dpwvziq xi Gaupaoiov).
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into the lake as they sought refuge from the storm.

This would perhaps be represented

not with successive tumbling runs, as their many-dives before, but rather with single
manoeuvres that would take them into the water, such as somersaults or tucks. That we
are meant to understand the frogs’ yopsia as now occurring underwater is clearly
indicated by their self-description o f it as evu8po<; and sung ev (k>0cp (247). More difficult
to interpret is the adjective aioAxx;, which can mean anything along the lines of
‘changeful’, ‘varied’, ‘glittering’, ‘shifty’, ‘quick moving’, etc. It is nearly impossible to
translate into a single English word, but the sense is o f something that changes rapidly,
whether only to our perception, or in truth. How then, are we meant to view the frogs’
song and dance as aioAxx;? The actual words o f the song are indeed ‘quick moving’, being
trochaic, but not ‘changeful’; the trochees remain fairly consistent.9394 The lyrics are also
‘varied’ and even unique, for the last word, taking up an entire line, is an Aristophanic
creation. This phrase, 7top(poX,uyo7ta(pX,dopaoiv, does, in fact, inform us that the yopsia is
aioA.a because o f the ‘bubbly-splutters’ that the frogs are experiencing in their singing.
Anyone who has attempted to sing underwater will be able to testify to the difficulty of
the act.
But this is only half o f the solution. The actions o f both singing and dancing are
contained in the word yopela, as Plato states in his Laws.95 Explaining why the song itself
is aioXoq, Dover also unintentionally gives a suggestion about the dance, hypothesizing
that the choral ode is “varied irregularly by plops as one or other o f [the frogs] dives”.96
This is certainly a possibility, and one that would be effectively shown by acrobatic
93 The frogs o f The Battle o f Mice and Frogs also dive to the depths when seeking shelter (82-5,258-9).
94 Parker, 458-61.
95 PI. Lg. 654b: xopeia ye pf]v 6pxt|oi<; re icai (bSp t6 cruvoAdv eanv (choreia is both dance and song

together).
96 Dover 1993, 246.
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dance, but the frogs are meant to already be in the depths. Playful frogs under the water
would more likely express their joyful nature by turning somersaults and swimming in
circles, spinning around in the same style as they did in the open air, but taking advantage
o f the increased freedom o f movement which water’s buoyancy provides.

To express

these actions in choral dance would be little different from the acrobatics and tumbling
which the dancers have thus far displayed, and may have been even more intense. Such
somersaults and spins would also make the dance aióXoq, for it would be changeful,
quick moving, and even glittering in the refracted light under the water. The increased
references to acrobatics in the text likely reflect a parallel increase in the dance, perhaps
as the frogs lead to a ‘finale’ before their exit. The line-long word which ends this section
is the perfect choice to give the dance a spectacular finish.
At last Dionysus begins to hold his own as he rows across the infernal lake and
steals the croaking refrain from the chorus. The scene becomes a contest in croaking,
though the chorus likely continues to tumble throughout these last seventeen lines,
especially to punctuate the word

ko<x£, whenever

it is uttered. At this ending o f the scene

we may best perceive the possibility o f acrobatics at line 255, when Dionysus
exaggerates that he will split in two while rowing. Although the self-referential chorus
generally displays and imitates their own lyrics with physical movement, there is a good
opportunity here for them to instead parallel the god’s words in their dance. A jump with
the legs kicked sideways in the modem ‘splits’ would well capture the sense of
8iappf|yvupi, the verb used, as would a handstand that similarly has the legs spread
horizontally. The consistent representation o f handstands on vase paintings might lead97

97 These types o f movements are not unusual for underwater creatures. The activities o f fish are sometimes
described as ‘tumbling’ in our sources, such as in Oppianus’ Haliéutica (1.173).
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one to consider this as the preferred hypothesis, but the former option is also attested in
our evidence. Pollux lists to axtoxaq eXkeiv, ‘drawing a split’, as a schem a o f choral
dance, and describes it as a jump in the air with an interchanging o f the legs (4.105),

a

movement which L. Lawler believes to be cognate with our modem ‘split’.9899 We see,
therefore, that both a jump in the air with the legs kicked apart and a similar pose from a
handstand are viable possibilities for the choral interpretation o f Dionysus’ fear of
‘splitting’. There is some humour to be found in this scenario as well, for the god’s
exaggerated worry o f rupture would seem hilarious to an audience watching an actual
physical display o f the splits.
As scholars have noticed, the scene with the frogs ends with Dionysus switching
from iambic meter to trochaic, the latter being what the chorus has used through much of
their song.100 In accomplishing this metrical switch he has conquered the frogs and their
song, and is now able to row to this more taxing rhythm. As we speak o f dance and
onstage movement however, this change to trochees necessitates quick and rapid motion.
This ‘running’ meter, so useful for swift entrances,101 could logically also be used for
swift retreats. The frogs have been singing more and more exuberantly and have finished
with something like a dramatic grand finale in their closing lines (241-9). The meter
requires a vigorous exit as well, and we may presume it is one that is in keeping with
their performance thus far. I have argued in Chapter 1, in response to the complaint that

98 Poll. 4.105: rjv 5e Kai t6 axiaxac; eXkeiv axrjpa dpxiioEex; /MpiKfjq, e5ei 5e 7tr|8fijVTa ouA M teiv id

(TKEA.T].
99 Lawler 1964b, 42. The same movement is probably catalogued in Hesychius’ Lexicon under oytepa,
though he does not describe the specifics o f the movement. The impression o f a modem ‘split’, performed
while airborne, is conveyed by a komast vase from Basel (Widmer Collection), on which a dancer has
spread his legs wide after leaping upwards. See Smith, 92 and pi. 23A.
160 Parker, 465.
101 See note 6, above.
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the frogs’ departure is quite sudden,

ryy

that the chorus begins their retreat at around lines

250-5, after Dionysus takes their Kod^. I will add to that here by proposing that they
execute more tumbling runs as they make their way out the parodoi, although it is now
mostly Dionysus who keeps time for them with the refrain and his own singing.
Tumbling runs would allow for the swift exit, much as they allowed for the entrance. The
switch to trochaic meter is, therefore, not only a result o f Dionysus finally being able to
keep stroke with his oars, but also a theatrical necessity for a swift departure, one which
may have been complemented with an appropriate, acrobatic style o f dance.

The association o f tumbling with the dance o f the animal chorus o f Aristophanes’
Frogs is by no means common. As far as I am aware, no other scholar has proposed this
as a possible interpretation o f the frogs’ performance. Very often, discussions go no
further than arguing either for or against the visibility o f the chorus in the theatre. This is
understandable, for any further theories on the staging o f the scene hinge on this integral
issue. The most common points o f contention that modem scholars have brought forth are
based on concerns o f acoustics, timing, expense, and lack of visual evidence from the text
of the play itself. However, as I have argued at length in my first chapter, there is no
irrefutable reason why the frog chorus should not appear onstage. Although they would
likely be easily heard from behind the skene, this is not valid grounds to assume they did
in fact sing here. There would also be sufficient time for the chorus to both enter and exit,
especially if we suppose that they may have performed tumbling runs while coming into
the theatre. Expense is likewise not a significant concern, since the costumes o f the
102

Wills, 307.
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Initiate chorus are little more than rags and it is highly unlikely that the Athenians would
permit such a lack o f spectacle in one o f their dramatic performances. Finally, despite the
arguments from several scholars that there is no element o f visual performance to be
found in the text, the lyrics o f the choral ode contain numerous indications o f physical
activity. It is on the basis o f these indications that I have proposed that the frog chorus
engaged in an acrobatic style o f dance, using tumbling as part o f their choreography.
From essentially their very first words, the frogs establish themselves as a selfreferential chorus; they perform physical actions that correspond to the lyrics they sing.
They make reference to drunken revellers at the Anthesteria Festival, and it would be
appropriate for them to perform acrobatics to parallel this sympotic and playful
atmosphere. Two o f the small choes jugs that survive from this festival depict acrobats,
and we may therefore infer that this activity indeed took place here. The chorus members
go on to recall the moments that they spent “rejoicing in the many-diving melodies of the
song” (244-5), a phrase that suggests acrobatic motion in dance, for diving would be best
displayed onstage with tumbling. Furthermore, the word pekq, ‘melodies’, may also be
translated as ‘limbs’, a sense that emphasizes the arms and legs o f the frogs as they
execute acrobatic movements. Such a playful and energetic performance would be quite
suitable for this chorus, capturing not only their animalistic nature, but also providing
comedy and spectacle for the Athenian audience.
For the Greeks, tumbling was relatively common in dance, though usually
considered spectacular and wondrous. It often occurred in the context o f wine and
festivals, and could be included in choral dances such as the pyrrhic. Acrobatics certainly
had its place in drama as well, as evidenced by the phlyax vases and the writings o f Julius
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Pollux and John Tzetzes. If we consider these facts together with the observation that
there are numerous instances in the frogs’ ode where acrobatics would be appropriate, the
possibility o f tumbling in their performance becomes no surprise. Although it is often
very difficult to determine what the dance o f a chorus in any given drama may have
looked like, in this particular case I hope to have presented a viable possibility of
choreographic interpretation. In this way we might be able to comprehend more o f the
drama than can be appreciated by the text alone and perhaps envision something nearer to
what a true Aristophanic audience experienced.

Ill
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Appendix: Fross 209-268
B: PpsKEKEKe^ icod£ Koa^,
Pp8K8K£KE^ KOa^ KOa£.
Aipvaia Kprivcbv xeicva,
^uvanXov ppvmv poav
(pGsy^ropsO', eoyrppv epav
aoiSav,
Koa^ Kod^,

210

215

i]v apcpi Nnarpov
Aio<; Akovdctov ev
Alpvaiaiv iaxncxapev,
f|vix' 6 KpamaAbKopoc;

219a xot; lepoiai Xuxpoiai x®21 9b pet Kax' epov xepevoq Xa&v 6%Xoq.

220

Pp6K6K8K8^ KOa^ KOa^.

A: ’Ey® 8e y' aAyeiv apxopai
xov oppov, a» Koa^ Koa^.
B: Pp8K8K8K8^ Koa^ Koa^.
A: ’Ypiv 8' ic®q onSev petei.
225 B: pp8K8K8K8^ Koa^ Koa^.
A: AM ' e^oIoiaO' anx® Koa^onSev yap eax' a XV f\ xoa^.
B: EIkoxcoi; y', ® noXXa 7tpaxx®v.
’Epe yap eaxep^av enXppoi xe
M opaai
230 Kai Kepopdxa<; Fldv, 6
Ka^apocpOoyya 7tai£®v
231/2 7ipoa87nxsp7tsxai 8' 6 (poppucxd<;
AjtoM®v,
eveKa SovaKoq, ov pjioX,upiov
evuSpov ev Aipvatc; xpeqx».
235 PpeK8K8K8^ Koa^ Koa^.

A: ’Ey® 8e (pXnKxaivaq y' exro,
X® 7ip®Kxoq i81ei 7taX,ai,
Kax' anxiK' eiad)\|/a<; epei B: PpeK8K8K8^ Koa£, Koa^.

240 A: AM,', a> (piX®8ov yevoq,
7ianoaa08.
B: MaMov pev opv
242a (pOey^opeaO', ei Sf| rcox' ei>242b t^loit; ev dpepaicnv
riAApeaOa 8ia Kwieipoi)
Kai (pM®, xaipovxeq cpSfjq

245

7toA,PKoX,upPoiai pMecnv
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F: Brekekekex hoax hoax,
brekekekex hoax koax!
Marshy children o f the waters,
let us sound a harmonious call,
my sweet-sounding
song,
koax koax,
which, fo r the Nysean
son o f Zeus, Dionysus
in the Marshes, we cried,
when the drunken, rambling crowd,
on holy Chytroi,
came to my sanctuary.
Brekekekex koax koax!
D: la m getting a pain
in my butt, O koax koax.
F: Brekekekex koax koax!
D: But I d o n ’t suppose you care.
F: Brekekekex koax koax!
D: Curse you with your koax!
For you are nothing but koax!
F: Rightly so, you busybody.
For the Muses, skilled in the lyre,
love me,
and horn-footed Pan
the reed player.
The harpist Apollo rejoices
besides,
on account o f the reed, which, watery
and under the lyre, I grow in the marsh.
Brekekekex koax koax!
D: But I have blisters and my ass has
been sweating fo r a while, and pretty
soon it will peek out and say F: Brekekekex koax koax!
D: Come, you song-loving race,
stop!
F: No, but we will sing
all the more, i f ever
on sunny days
we leapt through rushes
and reeds, rejoicing in
the many-diving melodies o f the song,
or, fleeing the rain o f Zeus
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we sang in the deep our watery
song-and-dance, varied with
bubbly-splutters.
D: Brekekekex hoax hoax!
Ia m taking this from you.
F: Then we will suffer terribly!
D: But I all the more,
i f I split in two while rowing.
F: Brekekekex koax koax!
D: Go ahead and weep! I d o n ’t care.
F: No, but we will croak
as much as our throats
are able, all day through.
D: Brekekekex koax koax!
You will not beat me in this!
F: And you w on’t beat us, no chance.
D: Nor you me,
Never! I f I have to
I ’ll croak all day long,
until I conquer you in koax!
Brekekekex koax koax!
I knew you would eventually stop
your koax.

